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19:00 – …
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N. Gansterer / M. Mienhart / J. Piringer / E. Rettemayer
Looking Back at Five Years of the MMW

Fralke Behrendt
Lala Gaye
Ataka Teneko

Introduction

It started with two conferences in 2003. At Ubicomp 2003, ten participants (including four music demos) were two music demos: Arina Basso's new leg-

Droid and Akira Kurosawa’ s Mobile Music. They looked at the implications of ubiquitous

turing computer technology on music consumption and creation. A year and a half later, in Paris, Lala Gaye and Rama Maik's Sonic City was presented at the UGST conference, looking at ways that the urban environment could become an input to a porous, generate music system. A kind of community emerged in email discussion afterwards sharing the idea that the technologies presented in scientific conferences could be harnessed for musical means. This all took place before the commercial intro-

duction of Wallman branded mobile phones and Apple's iPhone put music and mobile in the public consciousness. In the midst of rapid commercial and consumer takeup, it is the focus on creativity that makes the Mobile Music Workshop (MMW) special, and it gives it continuing relevance.

First MMW – Göteborg

The initial contact made at Ubicomp and UGST led to continued exchange and discussions about po- tential collaborative projects, culminating in the idea by Lala Gaye’s supervisor, Lars Erikk Hollnagel, to organize a workshop. The idea was to bring together the workshop that was organized in Mal-

dankai, where the E-takku was shown on CYS and Paris, and that was taking on the Vincent In-

tide, and open up things to the research commu-
nity at large, and to make it accessible with industry. Under Lars Erikk’s initiative, the first Workshop on Mobile Music Technologies took place on the 10th and 11th of June, 2004 in Goteborg, Sweden.

The first workshop was a scoping event, an event to bring together the beginnings of a young community and to define a new research field. It is interest-
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Key themes on mobile music that have emerged over the five years of the workshop include creat-

ing, sharing and design. Mobile music is concerned with the urban environment as musical interface, for location-aware sound art, audio annotation of physical space, and other creative applications. New forms and contexts for music and the deployment of music in mobile settings.

Creative Mobile Music

Key themes on mobile music that have emerged over the five years of the workshop include creat-

ing, sharing and design. Mobile music is concerned with the urban environment as musical interface, for location-aware sound art, audio annotation of physical space, and other creative applications. New forms and contexts for music and the deployment of music in mobile settings.
MoGMI: Mobile Gesture Music Instrument

Amnon Dekel, Gely Dekel

ABSTRACT

The MoGMI project that explores ways of enabling the mobile phone to become a musical instrument for naive users. Using the 3 dimensional accelerometer on the Nokia N95 users can record musical pieces using physical gestures. We developed an apparatus that allowed them to select one to three musical instruments and create music with them. An additional application lets users play a drum set. This initial study explores which accelerometer axis mapping model is preferred by users. Do they prefer a model in which each of the motion axes are mapped to a different instrument or one in which the motion affects volume, pitch and attack of a single instrument? Results show that subjects preferred the three axis model in which every axis is mapped to a different dimension of music generation (attack, amplitude, and pitch). The mapping was deemed better by subjects over simpler or more complicated mapping models in three of five dimensions (easier to learn, produces "nicer" music, and in how easy it is to understand the relationship between gestures performed and the music that is subsequently generated).

BIO

Amnon Dekel thrives at the intersection of four disciplines: research in novel human computer interaction, information technology, digital media and university level lecturing. The twenty five years since Amnon programmed his first computer (a ZX-80) have been spent by him in studying computer science, being an Air Traffic Controller, getting a BA and an MA degree in cognitive psychology, an MPS degree in Interactive Telecommunications, producing award winning and Pulitzer nominated web sites, designing and developing desktop and web based applications, developing interactive digital art installations, teaching, industry consulting, co-founding an AOL funded internet startup (Earthnoise.com) which was a pioneer in Video Sharing (5 years too early!), and as of 2005, working on his PhD in Computer Science focusing on merging the physical world with the world of digital information networks.

Georg Essl, Ge Wang, Michael Rohs

ABSTRACT

There has been an ongoing effort to turn mobile phones into generic platforms or musical expression. By generic we mean useable in a wide range of expressive settings, where the enabling technology has minimal influence on the core artistic expression itself. We describe what has been achieved so far and outline a number of open challenges.

BIO

Georg Essl is a Senior Research Scientist at the Deutsche Telekom Laboratories at the Technical University of Berlin in Germany. He obtained a Ph.D. in computer human-computer interaction (mobile interactions, tangible & physical interactions) and sound synthesis (physical and mathematical models). Before coming to Berlin, he worked as a post-doctoral researcher at MIT’s Media Lab Europe with Silke O’Molloy on tangible interactions. PebbleBox, a tactile interface for sonic performance joint with Silke O’Molloy and Andy Brady was invited to the Touch Me exhibition at Victoria and Albert Museum, London in 2005. While at Media Lab Europe, he participated in the Enactive European Network of Excellence, which studies the role of action in interaction design. Between 2002-2003 he was Assistant Professor in Computer and Information Science and Engineering at the University of Florida, where he taught signal processing and synthesis of sound and digital production. He got my Ph.D. in Computer Science from Princeton University in 2002 working with Perry Cook on physical simulation of musical instruments. He is a member of the IEEE, the Acoustical Society of America (ASA), the International Computer Music Association (ICMA) and the American Mathematical Society (AMS). He has been technical chair for the International Computer Music Conference in 2004 and 2006. Currently he serves as Research Coordinator of the International Computer Music Association.

Ge Wang received his B.S. in Computer Science in 2001 from Duke University, Ph.D. (soon) in Computer Science (advisor Perry Cook) in 2008 from Princeton University and is currently an assistant professor at Stanford University in the Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA). His research interests include interactive software systems (all of an application for computer music, programming language, music synthesis and analysis, music information retrieval, new performance ensembles (e.g., laptop orchestral and paradigms (e.g., live coding), visualization, interfaces for human-computer interaction, interactive audio over networks, and methodologies for education at the intersection of computer science and music. Ge is the chief architect of the ChucK audio programming language and the Audible environment.

Michael Rohs is a senior research scientist at Deutsche Telekom Laboratories at TU Berlin. His research interests are in mobile and pervasive interaction and comprise interfaces at different scales, ranging from handheld device screens to large public displays. He uses techniques developed from applications of spatially aware displays, the integration of physical and virtual objects into the user’s environment, and sensor-based mobile interaction. His research currently focuses on small-display interaction, in particular navigation and visualization techniques for spatially aware display. An example is using camera phones as magic lenses for large-scale paper maps in order to overlay personalized, up-to-date information. As part of his doctoral dissertation he developed camera-based interaction techniques for mobile devices, like optical flow control for large public displays and a marker recognition system for camera phones that uses decorrelation as an input parameter. His homepage is available at http://www.deutsche-telekom-laboratories.de/~rohs

Development and Challenges Turning Mobile Phones into Generic Music Performance Platforms
A typology for Listening Place

Pedro Rebelo, Matt Green, Florian Hollerweger

ABSTRACT

Sound technologies, particularly mobile and locative media technologies, can provide unique listening experiences within situations that are not themselves exclusive zones for sonic projection, meditation or exploration. This paper seeks to contribute to the understanding of locative sound design by presenting a framework consisting of three spatial archetypes: the Theatre, the Museum and the City. These serve as metaphors through which we can articulate different types of relations between listener, sound and place. The Mobile Music Player has been chosen as an example of a listening condition that both characterises and traverses the Theatre, the Museum and the City, listening archetypes.

Pedro Rebelo is a composer/digital artist working in electroacoustic music, digital media and installation. His approach to music making is informed by the use of improvisation and interdisciplinary structure. He has been involved in several collaborative projects with visual artists and has created a large body of work exploring the relationships between architecture and music in creating interactive performance and installation environments. This includes a series of commissioned pieces for soloists and live-electronics which take as a basis the interpretation of specific acoustic spaces. In the duo law with saxophonist Francesco Saverio he investigates the extension of interfaces and control in interactive performance practice. His electroacoustic music is featured in various CD-Romsets (Sonic Circuits IV, Discontent II; Exploratory Music from Portugal, ARADA). Pedro conducts research in the field of digital media, interactive sound and composition. His writings reflect his approach to design and composition by articulating creative practice in a wider understanding of cultural theory. Pedro has been awarded a PhD in composition from the University of Edinburgh and is currently Director of Research at the Sonic Arts Research Centre, Queen’s University Belfast.

At present Matt Green is partaking in a PhD Studentship at the Sonic Arts Research Centre (SARC), Queen’s University, Belfast, UK. This research represents a partnership between the school and the Hewlett-Packard Media labs, Bristol, UK. The PhD research focuses on the situated sound sensitive systems, that is pervasive technologies positioned in space that sympathize with the surrounding sound field as a means to understand, preserve, develop, or distort our sonic experiences within certain places. As part of, or separate to, his studies Matt Green has partaken in several Sound art commissions. These include a permanent interactive sonic entrance space in the Perth Concert Hall, Scotland, UK (2005) and a pervasive networked exploration at the Future Sonic Festival, Manchester, UK (2006) titled ‘Bump!’ Very recently his proposal “In here, Out there” was selected for the Inclusiva.net Locative media workshop (2008) held at the MediaLab Prado in Madrid, Spain.

Florian Hollerweger was born in 1980 in Linz, Austria. He works as a sound artist, programmer, sound engineer, and performer and has performed his own pieces as well as collaborative works with ‘Plop-graz’ and others in the United States, Canada, and various countries across Europe. Florian has studied electronic and computer music in Austria, California, and currently at the Sonic Arts Research Centre in Belfast, Northern Ireland, where he is investigating strategies for the design of social listening environments.

Bio

Pedro Rebelo is a composer/digital artist working in electroacoustic music, digital media and installation. His approach to music making is informed by the use of improvisation and interdisciplinary structure. He has been involved in several collaborative projects with visual artists and has created a large body of work exploring the relationships between architecture and music in creating interactive performance and installation environments. This includes a series of commissioned pieces for soloists and live-electronics which take as a basis the interpretation of specific acoustic spaces. In the duo law with saxophonist Francesco Saverio he investigates the extension of interfaces and control in interactive performance practice. His electroacoustic music is featured in various CD-Romsets (Sonic Circuits IV, Discontent II; Exploratory Music from Portugal, ARADA). Pedro conducts research in the field of digital media, interactive sound and composition. His writings reflect his approach to design and composition by articulating creative practice in a wider understanding of cultural theory. Pedro has been awarded a PhD in composition from the University of Edinburgh and is currently Director of Research at the Sonic Arts Research Centre, Queen’s University Belfast.

At present Matt Green is partaking in a PhD Studentship at the Sonic Arts Research Centre (SARC), Queen’s University, Belfast, UK. This research represents a partnership between the school and the Hewlett-Packard Media labs, Bristol, UK. The PhD research focuses on the situated sound sensitive systems, that is pervasive technologies positioned in space that sympathize with the surrounding sound field as a means to understand, preserve, develop, or distort our sonic experiences within certain places. As part of, or separate to, his studies Matt Green has partaken in several Sound art commissions. These include a permanent interactive sonic entrance space in the Perth Concert Hall, Scotland, UK (2005) and a pervasive networked exploration at the Future Sonic Festival, Manchester, UK (2006) titled ‘Bump!’ Very recently his proposal “In here, Out there” was selected for the Inclusiva.net Locative media workshop (2008) held at the MediaLab Prado in Madrid, Spain.

Florian Hollerweger was born in 1980 in Linz, Austria. He works as a sound artist, programmer, sound engineer, and performer and has performed his own pieces as well as collaborative works with ‘Plop-graz’ and others in the United States, Canada, and various countries across Europe. Florian has studied electronic and computer music in Austria, California, and currently at the Sonic Arts Research Centre in Belfast, Northern Ireland, where he is investigating strategies for the design of social listening environments.

Some Challenges Related to Music and Movement in Mobile Music Technology

Alexander Refsum Jensenius

ABSTRACT

Mobile music technology opens many new opportunities in terms of location-aware systems, social interaction etc., but we should not forget that many challenges faced in “immobile” music technology research are also apparent in mobile computing. This paper presents an overview of some challenges related to the design of action-sound relationships and music-movement correspondences, and suggests how these can be studied and tested in mobile devices.

Bio

Alexander Refsum Jensenius (BA, MA, MSc, PhD) is a music researcher and musician working in the fields of embodied music cognition and new interfaces for musical expression (NIME) at the University of Oslo and at the Norwegian Academy of Music. He studied physics, informatics, mathematics, musicology, music performance and music technology at the University of Oslo and Chalmers Institute of Technology, and has been a visiting researcher at UC Berkeley and MIT.

Pedro Rebelo is a composer/digital artist working in electroacoustic music, digital media and installation. His approach to music making is informed by the use of improvisation and interdisciplinary structure. He has been involved in several collaborative projects with visual artists and has created a large body of work exploring the relationships between architecture and music in creating interactive performance and installation environments. This includes a series of commissioned pieces for soloists and live-electronics which take as a basis the interpretation of specific acoustic spaces. In the duo law with saxophonist Francesco Saverio he investigates the extension of interfaces and control in interactive performance practice. His electroacoustic music is featured in various CD-Romsets (Sonic Circuits IV, Discontent II; Exploratory Music from Portugal, ARADA). Pedro conducts research in the field of digital media, interactive sound and composition. His writings reflect his approach to design and composition by articulating creative practice in a wider understanding of cultural theory. Pedro has been awarded a PhD in composition from the University of Edinburgh and is currently Director of Research at the Sonic Arts Research Centre, Queen’s University Belfast.

At present Matt Green is partaking in a PhD Studentship at the Sonic Arts Research Centre (SARC), Queen’s University, Belfast, UK. This research represents a partnership between the school and the Hewlett-Packard Media labs, Bristol, UK. The PhD research focuses on the situated sound sensitive systems, that is pervasive technologies positioned in space that sympathize with the surrounding sound field as a means to understand, preserve, develop, or distort our sonic experiences within certain places. As part of, or separate to, his studies Matt Green has partaken in several Sound art commissions. These include a permanent interactive sonic entrance space in the Perth Concert Hall, Scotland, UK (2005) and a pervasive networked exploration at the Future Sonic Festival, Manchester, UK (2006) titled ‘Bump!’ Very recently his proposal “In here, Out there” was selected for the Inclusiva.net Locative media workshop (2008) held at the MediaLab Prado in Madrid, Spain.

Florian Hollerweger was born in 1980 in Linz, Austria. He works as a sound artist, programmer, sound engineer, and performer and has performed his own pieces as well as collaborative works with ‘Plop-graz’ and others in the United States, Canada, and various countries across Europe. Florian has studied electronic and computer music in Austria, California, and currently at the Sonic Arts Research Centre in Belfast, Northern Ireland, where he is investigating strategies for the design of social listening environments.

Some Challenges Related to Music and Movement in Mobile Music Technology

Alexander Refsum Jensenius

ABSTRACT

Mobile music technology opens many new opportunities in terms of location-aware systems, social interaction etc., but we should not forget that many challenges faced in “immobile” music technology research are also apparent in mobile computing. This paper presents an overview of some challenges related to the design of action-sound relationships and music-movement correspondences, and suggests how these can be studied and tested in mobile devices.

Bio

Alexander Refsum Jensenius (BA, MA, MSc, PhD) is a music researcher and musician working in the fields of embodied music cognition and new interfaces for musical expression (NIME) at the University of Oslo and at the Norwegian Academy of Music. He studied physics, informatics, mathematics, musicology, music performance and music technology at the University of Oslo and Chalmers Institute of Technology, and has been a visiting researcher at UC Berkeley and MIT.
Real-Time Synaesthetic Sonification of Traveling Landscapes

Tim Pohle, Peter Knees

ABSTRACT

When traveling on a train, many people enjoy looking out of the window at the landscape passing by. We present an application that translates the perceived movement of the landscape and other occurring events such as passing trains into music. The continuously changing view outside the window is captured with a camera and translated into MIDI events that are replayed instantaneously. This allows for a reflection of the visual impression, adding a sound dimension to the visual experience and deepening the state of contemplation. The application can both be run on mobile phones (with built-in camera) and on laptops (with a connected WebCam). Several techniques to transfer the captured images to audio are possible. Most interesting and pleasing results were achieved by an approach that utilizes a tone-to-color mapping like the one of the “Clavier à lumières” by Russian composer and pianist and self-called synaesthete Alexander Nikolajewitsch Scriabin. Due to a steady capturing rate of seven frames per second, there is a clearly noticeable basic rhythm pattern in the music, which the listener may associate with the steady progression of the train. Depending on the landscape, notes in some bands are played in fast repetition or movements, while in other bands they sound only sporadic. Also, a changing landscape is reflected in the resulting music, while the overall feeling remains the same.

Generating panoramic pictures from the captured landscapes exhibits some interesting effects caused by the movement of the train. Since frame rate and position of the camera are both static, proximity of objects and slope and velocity of the train result in characteristic visual effects. For example, objects that “move” at high speeds are displayed very narrow, whereas objects filmed at low speeds appear stretched.

BIO

Tim Pohle was born in Linz, Germany. He has studied musicology and graduated in computer science. Over the years, he played a number of classical and modern instruments, and was member in various indie-pop bands. Currently, he is writing his Ph.D. thesis in Linz, Austria in the field of Music Information Retrieval.

http://www.cp.jku.at/people/pohle

Peter Knees was born in Vienna, Austria. In January 2005, he graduated in computer science from Vienna University of Technology. Since February 2005, he has been working as a Project Assistant at the Department of Computational Perception at the Johannes Kepler University Linz where he performs research towards a doctoral thesis with a focus on Music Information Retrieval. Other research interests include Multimedia and Artificial Intelligence. Since 2004, he has been studying Psychology at the University of Vienna.

http://www.cp.jku.at/people/knees
Carressing the Skin: Mobile devices and bodily engagement

Franziska Schroeder

ABSTRACT

This text examines mobile devices by looking at the tactile interaction of the human body with the technological device. I show that the body is rendered performative by engaging with a device and I draw on a performer’s interaction with a musical instrument to support this argument. This tactile interaction also exposes the tension between the bodily intimate, as experienced through the skin, and the more distant, as represented by the technological device. I argue that recent design aesthetics are driven by the urge to bring the device closer to the bodily intimate, closer to the skin.

I show that the complexities of the human touch as framed by the skin that allow the human body to navigate the world in intricate ways become central to these design aesthetics. For this argument I examine touch by looking closely at the skin and at the ways that the skin has been understood over several centuries. The skin will be examined with view to its essential position to the perception of several centuries. The skin will be examined with view to its essential position to the perception of several centuries.

The release of the taboo of cutting the skin in the change, more akin to a permeable membrane. It was then externalized by the UK’s arts and humanities research council since April 2007 Franziska has been based at the Bartlett School of Architecture in 2003. She obtained an MSc Virtual Environments from the University of Siena, Italy, where she specialized in mass media. She then worked as a research fellow at Media Lab Europe for three years, mainly focusing on the application side of mobile peer-to-peer and ad-hoc networks. She is currently a PhD candidate at the London School of Economics and Political Science, UK, in the Department of Information Systems and Innovation Group. She is interested in interaction design, urban computing, and the design of mobile proximity-based applications, technologies that support communication and data sharing among co-located people.

Franziska Schroeder is a performer of saxophone and live-electronic music, an improviser and theorist. She is the founder of the digital media collective Faust with composer/bassist Pedro Rebolledo. Franziska plays in the live improvisation trio “Faust” with percussionist Steve Davis and pianist Pedro Rebolledo. The trio has recently released their first recording on the Creative Source Recordings label. In 2005 Franziska was awarded her PhD by the School of Arts, Culture and Environment at the University of Edinburgh, UK. Her current research interests include the intersection of philosophy and performance in technology-informed environments, in particular the role of the body in the age of technological change. Franziska has written for many international journals. She has guest-edited a double issue for the Contemporary Music Review Journal (Routledge) and is on the editorial board for the ARKADIA Advanced Research in Aesthetics in the Digital Arts online journal, UK. Franziska performs with improvisers from the UK and Europe in actual and virtual worlds. She leads an artist-in-residence in SecondLife Since April 2007 Franziska has been based at the Sonic Arts Research Centre in Belfast studying Real-Time Performance in Virtual Worlds. She is funded by the UK’s Arts and Humanities Research Council Fellowship scheme. http://www.faustnet.net

Undersound and the Above Ground

Anarella Bassol, Johanna Brewer, Karen Martin, Iacopo Cerrani & Davide Toccoli

ABSTRACT

Undersound is a new type of experience, an application for mobile phones designed for a specific situation, travelling by the London Underground. Undersound is a way of listening to, distributing and affecting the flow of music in the Underground that goes beyond just the music itself: it is meant to allow people to see their journeys, the people around them, and the Underground in a new light. Undersound is designed to be spatially distributed throughout all the Underground network. Musicians can add Creative Commons-licensed songs to the system at upload points in the ticket halls, and commuters can download songs on the platforms. Each song is then tagged with its place of origin and the information is visible as the track is being played. This may trigger memories and musing around people’s personal relationships to that place. While in the carriages of the Underground, people can browse undersound music of other people in range. Because the system is meant to keep track of songs’ spread within the network and the number of times they have been played, people can see all this information when they look at each other’s music. People can then download music from others in proximity, when this happens, an alert message tells us that someone has grabbed a song from them. This constitutes a subtle form of communication able to provide social awareness but not to disclose people’s identity or location. Each of users’ interactions then contribute to a broader trend, every time people listen to a song, drop one off at transfer point or download music from someone else, there is an effect on the overall state of the system. This information is incorporated into public displays that are meant to be installed in each of the stations. These displays serve to convey the most recent state of the undersound network, and function as visual representations of the sum of all the individual actions shaping that network.

BIO

Anarella Bassoli holds an MSc in Communication Sciences from the University of Siena, Italy, where she specialized in mass media. She then worked as a research fellow at Media Lab Europe for three years, mainly focusing on the application side of mobile peer-to-peer and ad-hoc networks. She is currently a PhD candidate at the London School of Economics and Political Science, UK, in the Department of Information Systems and Innovation Group. She is interested in interaction design, urban computing, and the design of mobile proximity-based applications, technologies that support communication and data sharing among co-located people.

Karen Martin is an EngD candidate at University College London, currently investigating the articulation between social, spatial and telecommunication networks in urban environments, and developing methods for designing for mobility in the city. Her background is initially in interactive arts and she obtained an MSc Virtual Environments from the Bartlett School of Architecture in 2003.
An Augmented Reality Framework for Wireless Mobile Performance

Mike Wozniewski & Nicolas Boutilier, Zaki Settel, Jeremy R. Cooperstock

ABSTRACT

We demonstrate that musical performance can take place in a large-scale augmented-reality setting, with the use of mobile computers equipped with GPS-receivers. We allow a performer to navigate through an outdoor space while interacting with an overlaid virtual audio environment. The scene is segmented into zones, with attractive forces that keep the virtual representation of the performer locked in place, thus overcoming the inaccuracies of GPS technology. Each zone is designed with particular musical potential, provided by a spatial arrangement of interactive audio elements that surround the user in that location. A subjective 3-D audio rendering is provided via headphones, and users are able to input audio at their locations, steering their sound towards sound effects of interest. An objective 3-D rendering of the entire scene can be provided to an audience in a concert hall or gallery space nearby.

BIO

Mike Wozniewski is a freelance researcher, with a focus on real-time interactive systems, immersive environments, human motion tracking, sensor interfaces, and 3D audio/graphics. Currently, he works with institutions such as the Centre for Intelligent Machines at McGill University, and the Society for Arts and Technology (SAT) in Montreal. Recent projects include mobile audio applications and multi-user sound installations.

Mobile Tangible Interfaces as Gestural Instruments

Fares Kayali, Martin Pichlmair, Petr Kotik

In this paper we describe gestures for the interaction with tangible mobile interfaces. From the strumming of a guitar’s strings to the beating of a drum’s decks, traditional musical instruments are played by performing gestures shaped by the physical representation of the instrument. Since the musical output of digital instruments is not defined by their physical appearance, their interface can be structured more freely. Tangible interfaces put this kind of flexibility into practice.

In order to explore gestures for musical interaction we proceeded experimentally. The described gestures were derived from three prototype instruments featuring distinct musical environments we developed over the last year. They were implemented for the Nintendo DS platform and offer different approaches to gestural interaction with music.

The first prototype is a simplified guitar. Strumming and grabbing chords are abstracted to a single gesture. The player strums the individual frets of the guitar with the DS stylus, triggering pre-recorded chords. The second prototype is a synthesizer instrument that is almost solely played with the stylus. The touchscreen is used as a playing field. The player plays the instrument by either tapping the screen for individual tones or by sweeping across it to produce continuous sounds. In the third prototype, Thumbstick, the player acts in a playful musical environment. Four moving widgets (sound agents) can be played with the stylus: Hold, drag, and throw them around. The widgets obey simple physical rules. Each of them has a unique sonic characteristic. Every collision among the widgets or with the border of the playing field triggers a distinct sound. The player is thereby enticed into playfully creating lasting rhythmic patterns.

Our research resulted in a number of suitable gestures for musical expression with mobile tangible interfaces.

BIO

Fares Kayali is a viennese artist and researcher focusing on game studies and interactivity with music. He used his audio-visual performance software Sonic-Image for various live performances in Austria and abroad. Further projects include interactive media installations and video art. His scientific work as a project associate and Ph.D. student at the Institute of Design and Assessment of Technology at the Vienna University of Technology centers on playful musical interaction in video games.

Martin Pichlmair is a media artist living and working in Vienna, Austria. Since he received his doctoral degree in informatics he works as assistant professor at the Institute of Design and Assessment of Technology at the Vienna University of Technology. His art pieces were shown at various media art festivals and exhibitions. Recent shows include the Ars Electronica Festival, ISEA, Transmediale and the Microwave International Festival for New Media Art. In his research and publications, he focuses on theory and practice of interactive art and design - from game design and physical interaction to open source development models and community media.
The soundfishing interface is a portable digital device able to analyze the sonic environment surrounding the user and, based on certain rules, autonomously capture sound snapshots out of it. Thinking about the visual and sonic human sampling activity it is clear that a huge gap exists between the two practices as the first is immensely more popular and institutionalised compared to the second. This situation probably emerges from the seasonal prominence of Sight over Hearing and the first consequence that takes place is a severe loss in the form of sonic memories. The soundfishing project tries to suggest a possible solution to this issue, in the form of a device able to save those sonic fragments from oblivion and present them to the user, stimulating its curiosity towards these, otherwise lost, perceptions. The proposed user scenario sees the interface being first configured by the user who sets a rule which will control the recording activity. Then the device is carried around by the user for the rest of the day, left alone listening to the aural stream of the user’s life. Once back home again the user would listen to the collected sounds which matched the rule set at the beginning. The first, simplest output would be an unconsciously filled sonic diary, illustrating various aural events which took place during the course of the day. This sound collection would also stimulate curiosity as it captures and shows the richness of variety of possibilities that live within the sonic layer usually taken for granted. These captured fragments of sound can then be valuable also to other people such as musicians and audio producers, who can use and share them as creative assets. In conclusion the key to really grasp the essence of this project is held by the concept of curiosity, a virtue that can turn something usual and useless into something unique and meaningful, a powerful entity that can open the door of knowledge to all of us.
**"rahmenbedingung" - sonification of the poetic act of cycling**

Klaus Filip, Nicolaj Kirits, Noid, Silvia Fässler

**ABSTRACT**

A bicycle equipped with sensors and connected to a sound computer via wireless device forms the personal musical interface of each performer. The organic data-stream of parameters like direction, speed, acceleration, pedal-speed, pedal rotation etc. is bound to the inner logic of riding a bike - hence we don't want to fall down. The outer logic is the architectural determination of the space, the bicycle path, as well as the position of the audience: these general conditions structure the music, on the other hand we will ride the bike in a musical way which defines our movements in space and evokes a choreography.

http://to.sonance.net/rahmenbedingung

**BIO**

**Klaus Filip**

http://floopp.klingt.org/plone/floopp/

Almost all of Klaus Filip's art projects have been driven by technological possibilities and the social need to change structures. Among them: sub/loce (an underground tape magazine), sigs Brueder (early electronic songs together with singer sigi eckler), Christof Kurzmann's Orchester 33 1/3, Zentaelage, music for short films, theatre, dance, sound installations. He is the musical and electro-mechanic father of BigBaby, an outstanding intermedial project around a sculpture build by red white and brought to life by the movements of Cynthia Schwertsik. Filip is a inventor and never sleeping developer of the open-source software lloopp (http://floopp.klingt.org), a musical instrument on the computer to provide open structures for live improvisation, used by many well-known electronic musicians.

**Nicolaj Kirits**

architect, composer, digital artist. Lives and works in vienna / casablanca. teaches at the university of applied arts vienna. appears among others: Zeitfluss festival/Salzburg, UnlimitedWerk, Porgy&Bess/Vienna, solos / duos with "elix" (Bolly noo). cooperations among others: Cordula Bitzer, Klaus Filip, Otomo Yoshihide, Arnold Haberl.

**Silvia Fässler**

http://gnu.klingt.org/03_releases/00_skylla.html

Appearances among others: Zeitfluss festival/Salzburg, UnlimitedWerk, Porgy&Bess/Vienna, solos / duos with "elix" (Bolly noo). cooperations among others: Cordula Bitzer, Klaus Filip, Otomo Yoshihide, Arnold Haberl.

http://noid.klingt.org/
Collaborative Musical Games with PhonePlay

Josh Knowles

ABSTRACT

PhonePlay is a system of software designed and developed by Josh Knowles which allows many people to interact with a single screen and sound system at the same time. Users call a phone number using any telephone and push numbers on their phone to interact with the PhonePlay game in real time. A series of musical games have been developed using PhonePlay which allows the audience to interact with a performance using simple game-like controls. This has proven to be a very fun and engaging project that has been displayed and performed around the world.

PhonePlay (http://gophoneplay.com) was originally developed by Josh Knowles as a part of his thesis at New York University’s Interactive Telecommunications Program in 2007. Built entirely on open source software, PhonePlay runs on any Mac, Windows, or Linux computer and numerous people at once can call into a phone number and interact with the system in real time using the buttons on their phones. No special mobile phone software is required and it works on 100% of phones.

Josh has a background in electronic musical performance stretching back over a decade. Finding new ways to interact with and involve the audience in live musical performance has been one of his long-standing goals. PhonePlay has made truly direct group audience interaction with electronic music possible.

Ten musical games have been developed using this system and will be displayed at the Mobile Music Workshop.

“3001” was designed by Josh Knowles and Joo Youn Park at NYU. It is a paddle-style game. Balls drop from the top of the screen and each player gets their own paddle to control when they call in. Depending on how the paddles and the balls bounce and interact, different sounds are made. This piece was first performed at the New Interfaces for Musical Expression conference in New York City in 2007. For more information and video, please see: http://gophoneplay.com/rema/

“Blocks” was designed and developed by Josh Knowles for a public installation on the front of the world headquarters of Digium, the company that develops Asterisk, the open source telephony platform at the heart of PhonePlay. In this musical game, each player calls in and controls a “hand” which can drop different sorts of blocks down to the bottom of the screen in piles. Depending on how these blocks fall and are arranged, different musical events occur. For example, a tall stack of blocks would cause an arpeggiation of notes to occur. A shorter pile would cause chords and other short sequences to occur. For more information, please see: http://gophoneplay.com/digium/

BIO

Josh Knowles is a recent graduate of New York University’s Interactive Telecommunications Program. Before earning his Master’s at ITP, Josh worked as a software developer and ran Fresher Southerm, a live electronic music and video events organization in Austin, Texas. He was also a former director at the Austin Museum of Digital Art and holds a Plan II Honors (literature, philosophy, creative writing) undergraduate degree from the University of Texas. Currently Josh works as a social software developer and game designer with a variety of organizations including NYC-based Area/Code Games. Josh currently lives in Brooklyn, New York.
Tango Intervention, Vienna

Robert Lawrence

ABSTRACT

Every city has its hidden histories. „Tango Intervention, Vienna“ uses locative technology, GPS cell phones, the Internet, aggressively removed argentine tango music and public dance interventions to reveal hidden stories and histories along a narrow path through Vienna. The beautiful spectacle of couples dancing to argentine tango in unexpected public places is the public’s entry into this layered mediation on the meaning of musical tradition, place, history and migration and identity. First encountered by the public as a romantic, and somewhat absurd gesture, the musical intervention takes on a very different meaning when people go to the „Tango Intervention“ website or call the phone number and listen to the GPS triggered messages there. The phone messages and the website critically recontextualize the seemingly timeless dance performance in very specific histories of the locations in Vienna in which the Tango Intervention is taking place. The colonial, post-colonial and neo-colonial history of Argentine Tango music is remixed and used as a lens to examine hidden histories in the streets of Vienna. By making a public spectacle of the intimate social dance tango, and combining this with specific local histories, all in a context in which people can contribute their own stories and histories, the work creates an interactive meditation on private and public, the historical and the timeless, and on the meaning of musical tradition and place in a geo-mapped age.

http://www.TangoIntervention.org

BIO

Lawrence’s interdisciplinary work combines elements in the physical world and virtual elements on the Internet to examine the way life is now lived in two realms of the real and the virtual. He received his MFA from the University of California at San Diego. His work has been exhibited internationally, and he has received numerous fellowships and awards including: Fulbright 10 Month Research and Teaching Fellowship, NEA/Rockefeller Grant for Interdisciplinary Projects, Bush Foundation Artists Fellowship, Intermedia Arts Nee targt Foundation Fellowship, Jerome Foundation Grants for Book Arts and for Media Arts Installations, and Film in the Cities Regional Grants for Film/Video. Lawrence is Associate Professor and MFA Coordinator in the School of Art and Art History at the University of South Florida.
The everyday sounds that we experience are produced outside of our own volition. The capacity to capture sounds, however, was not possible till the invention of electro-magnetic recording devices in the early twentieth century. Since then, the separation of sound from its source, and the capability to play it back, has made it possible to listen to sounds outside of its original context. The mobile phone is also a medium through which sounds are heard outside of their original context. However, the normative definition of the mobile phone as a transmitter of sounds, the project proposes the potential of the mobile phone as a medium for communication beyond its currently dominant role as a tool for communication. The project explores the potential as a medium for sounds that exist outside of its original context. The mobile phone is also a medium through which sounds are heard outside of their original context. However, the normative definition of the mobile phone as a transmitter of sounds, the project proposes the potential of the mobile phone as a medium for communication. The project proposes the potential of the mobile phone as a medium for the exchange of everyday sounds within communities and across socio-cultural contexts by mobilizing the potential of the mobile phone as a tool for the production of everyday sounds. To listen carefully to the environment is something we want to emphasize in our design. We believe that when the possibility to record and work creatively with the sonic environment exists, then a higher awareness of our sonic environment is achieved. To play back the recorded sonic environment is only a representation of it. But to work consciously with the representation is what, we believe, heightens our awareness of our sonic environment.

The IMPROVe project was initiated at the joint master thesis work of Richard Widerberg and Zeenath Haasan at the MA New Media programme of the University of Art and Design Helsinki. The IMPROVe project was initiated at the joint master thesis work of Richard Widerberg and Zeenath Haasan at the MA New Media programme of the University of Art and Design Helsinki. 

Richard Widerberg
http://www.riwid.net

Zeenath Haasan
PhD candidate
http://webzone.k3.mah.se/K3227A

BIO

Richard Widerberg

Selected Activities

- Paselahe Festival of Electronic Subcultures, Helsinki. April 2007. Performing Artist
- Teaching C-Arth Media Master’s programme at Valand School of Fine Arts. IT University of Göteborg, 2008. Tutoring and teaching.
- Mobile Sound Workshop at Stadia polytechnic school in Helsinki as part of the Hearing Helsinki project, 2007. Organizing and teaching.
- Sound and new media courses at University of Art and Design Helsinki, 2006. Teaching.
- Publications


Zeenath Haasan

PhD candidate

http://webzone.k3.mah.se/K3227A

Production (select)

- qualification...
Klaus Filip, lloopp
Tim Blechmann, nova/supercollider

ABSTRACT

taus is the duo collaboration between Tim Blechmann and Klaus Filip. Tim’s music is focused on static noise textures, which offer an amorphous fundament for Klaus’s carefully woven sine waves. Soundscapes are evolving, which are continuously redefined.

BIO

Tim Blechmann
http://tim.klingt.org

Tim’s music is focused on static noise textures, that are digitally generated and spatially projected in real-time. The pieces are very slow paced, having a low volume close to the background ambiance. For live performances, he preferred lineup is the duo with another improving musician.

In 2004 he founded “platform fuer freie musik”, a concert series for improvised music in stuttgart, currently he is co-organizing the concert series s’bulletgale.

After studying physics in Tuebingen and Stuttgart, he moved to Vienna in 2005, in order to study computer sciences, digital arts and electroacoustic music (with Wolfgang Mau).

projects:
- duo with Colin Lee Kwang (prepared mixer)
- tau - duo with Klaus Filip (lloopp)
- duo with Manuel Knapp (analogue electronics)
- pdt - trio with Daniel Leecher & Peter Lute (septet)

compositions:
- sound track for “La Voix et le phénomène f” by malaysian film-maker Lau Mun Long (2005)
- vinyl playback, music for vinyl based on a duo improvisation with Matthias (2007)
- or, computer music (2000-2007)
- matten/mallatti remix, tape music (2007)
- mr (2008)

Discography:
- duo with Colin Lee Kwang: drone, no label (2005)
- solo: M, hardware records (2005)
- solo: re-reading, freerhythmrecords (2007)
- tau: The Organ of Corti, l’innomable (2007)
- solo: tin, moka bar (2008)

Klaus Filip
http://lloopp.klingt.org/ (see also 2008 PERFORMANCES)


current projects:
- les glissandinos (with lao logaschke)
- lloopp (open source free & software for musicians)
- trilogy duo (so far with olutest, nois, borne hau)
- logoble (with red white and cynthia schwertik)
- ease (with nois)
- duo with cindula biszay
- tau (with tim blechmann)
- solo

recordings:
- signs bruder “leftovers” (Klaus Filip / sigi ecker) nois 1994
- “machina brannt” orchester 33 1/3, charhizma 1999
- “luking excess” (Klaus Filip / Rudi Malletti / Matteo / Dean Roberts) GBD4-651
- les glissandinos: stand clear (creative sources, labos 06/2005)
- “teak” (Klaus Filip / Toshimaru Nakamura) ak! (panarimpos/tokyo/2006)
- tau: “The Organ of Corti” (l’innomable, 2007)

Klaus Filip, lloopp
Tim Blechmann, nova/supercollider

ABSTRACT

taus is the duo collaboration between Tim Blechmann and Klaus Filip. Tim’s music is based on algorithmically generated noise textures, which offer an amorphous fundament for Klaus’s carefully woven sine waves. Soundscapes are evolving, which are continuously redefined.
A fastforward sonic/audio/visual crash course into transacoustics by the translinguistic theory jockey, with live mindmapping drawings accompanied by experimental electronic music. The aim is to act within the crossover of linguistic, acoustic and graphic intersections. The transacoustic answer to old-school scientific lectures.

Transacoustic research carries out science by means of art and art by means of science. The antiquated differentiation of these two areas is rejected and methods and settings from both areas are combined to arrive at unique lines of connection and division.

Transacoustic research is concerned with the peripheral effects and tangential areas of acoustics, with their borders to other areas of research. The contours and definitional borders are necessarily blurred and vague. Transacoustics presents something which is basically nothing. It can and should not be defined in the sense of something laid down in writing.

Transacoustic research is concerned with the peripheral effects and tangential areas of acoustics, with their borders to other areas of research. The contours and definitional borders are necessarily blurred and vague. Transacoustics presents something which is basically nothing. It can and should not be defined in the sense of something laid down in writing.

Transacoustic research as such, does not exist; there is only transacoustic research, which constantly circles its imaginary core and thereby arrives at the most diverse results and realizations.

The question of the essence of transacoustics is impossible to answer as the question of art or philosophy’s essence. The success, productivity and efficiency of transacoustic research do not depend on finding an answer to this question. The institute for transacoustic research was founded in 1998 in Vienna to define and research transacoustics. Ifaf uses structures which correlate with those of a scientific institute. It is divided into several departments working with various thematic emphases including auditive phenomenology, social acoustics, vegetable sound research, translinguistics, visual music, experimental instrument skills, bio-acoustics, demography, and klepto-acoustics.

www.iftaf.org
www.transacoustic-research.com

BIO

Nikolaus Gansterer
born in 1974, studied experimental media design at the university of applied arts /vienna, works with various materials, sound-installation, video-productions, installation art, graphics...

Matthias Meinharter
born 1971, studied ethnology and design at the university for applied arts in vienna, involved in various projects (including experimental music, design, fashion a.o.)

Jörg Piringer
born in 1974, student at the schule für dichtung in wien (curd duca, saihko namtchylak, etc) master degree in computer science, radio artist, sound poet, musician.

Ernst Reitermaier
born in 1974, studied philosophy, music and cultural management in vienna. various projects in the field of experimental music and radio art.
The Springfield RVL-003

Jan Perschy, Robert Methy, Marlin Wyschka

ABSTRACT

The Springfield RVL-003 is a band founded in the year 2007, based on a sound instrument named “breath control” by Jan Perschy.

This instrument, consisting of a Wii-Remote, that is placed in front of a speaker, mounted with springs. Everything put on a microphone tripod and up it goes. By hitting, shifting, and varying the position of the remote the bandmember can modify the for him individual sound. This played sound will be played back of the resonance body, the speaker.

The tripod will be used as a mounting, the joints are a simulated coordinate system in the real environment, and so the position of the remote and the position of the speaker and out of this the “field of sound” can be manipulated. So the player can win the room and fill it with sound.

Every member chooses his own soundsample.

mulo interface

Steve Symons

ABSTRACT

Beyond the mouse: pain free alternative computer interfaces

Many artists and musicians want to explore alternatives to the mouse/keyboard paradigm.

Alternatives include sensors that detect light, heat or distance, or even the accelerometer popularised by the Wii.

There are a growing number of tools available for interfacing computers to the real world, especially at the open-source, low technological level end of the spectrum and despite the efforts of the groups involved the aspiring interface hacker must learn an added layer of electronics and programming in addition to the media and conceptual skills required.

The mulo interface offers a radical alternative. The mulo’s basic minimal parts (one chip, three components, a USB cable and, if you really have to have the security of knowing the interface is drawing power from the USB port then, a LED) are all readily buyable online and do not need programming, just plugging together.

By removing the pain from creating alternative interfaces the mulo seeks to focus attention away from the technology of building, to the important issue of how does an interface relate to the user’s experience?

This hands-on session will
- explore a range of sensors, how they work and what action they afford
- demonstrate (in a practical way) how to build and customise a mulo interface
- discuss (in a practical way) software that artists and musicians might like to use the mulo with (such as Max/MSP, processing, SuperCollider (run code, sQuarks) and c++/openframeworks)
- allow participants to explore their creative ideas, possibly ending in an improvised sonic experience (equipment and participants allowing)
Sun Run Sun
Yolande Harris

ABSTRACT

Sun Run Sun charts a path between environmental awareness and technological development, using sound as the medium to enhance both. The project investigates the split between the embodied experience of location and the calculated data of position, exploring the individual experience of current location technologies through a personal experience of sound. It seeks to (re)establish a sense of connectedness to one’s environment, and to (re)negotiate this through an investigation into old, new, future and animal navigation using sound.

This project consists of two different parts: a sound installation and a series of portable instruments to take on a walk through the city. In the installation ‘Dead Reckoning’ Yolande Harris reveals the patterns of orbiting satellites coming in and out of range and inconsistencies in how GPS technology locates the self in a longitude/latitude grid. The mobile ‘Satellite Sounders’ transform the live satellite data directly into a sonic composition listened to on headphones as one walks through the city. Live signals from satellites in orbit, together with the performer’s coordinates on earth, generate a continuously transforming electronic soundscape. Yolande Harris’s soundscape questions what is inside and what is outside, what it means to be located and what it means to be lost.

IMPROV

Richard Widerberg

ABSTRACT

http://www.rwid.net/
Spat, Lab
Nicola Krizits

The Mobile Music Workshop’s collaboration with the University of Applied Arts began with Spat, Lab’s recent projects. Spat, Lab was founded by me at the university’s Department of Digital Art. Since then, it has organized research-oriented artistic projects (concepts and ideas: Klaus Filip and Nicola Krizits). The artists developed and implemented their projects by the following two basic guidelines: the use of technological artifacts for purposes foreign to them, and the expansion of the concept of body in architecture.

Combining both aspects with sound design is among Spat, Lab’s main interests. Technological artifacts are converted into musical interfaces and the characteristics of sounding bodies used to expand the definition of corporeality. What is meant here by sounding body must be distinguished from that of a vibrating body, or resonator. A resonator is a visible tactile body in geographical space whose physicality does not owe to sound but to wood, or metal, for instance. In contrast, the sounding body, however, it evokes, its material is sound itself. Although architecture is comprised of bodies, yet each of these bodies is not necessarily an architectural element. Spat, Lab defines architecture as a spatial notation of socially relevant processes. A material body in geographical space, therefore, becomes an architectural element the very moment it assumes social relevance. Sound that is naturally located in space, i.e., already present without any technical aid and is in itself a natural body, is a barely effective architectural entity. In the case of these bodies, digital information is placed at selected spots in geographical space with the help of GPS devices. This information is just as invisible and process-based as sounding bodies but, due to its significance in human communication, this very act of placing turns it into architectural bodies. In architecture, in addition to three basic forms of agency, that is, the tectonic body, the body of the in-between, and architectural space, there are the time-based “data bodies,” whose materiality comprises in visible digital data.

One of the aims of the Spat, Lab projects is to find new ways of configuring these data bodies with the help of new insights gained from investigating sounding bodies. However, this approach can also be described as a process in which media-related contents are placed in geographic space as sound that is invisible. This deliberate misinterpretation aims to make the potentials for configuring these new architectural elements better comprehensible.

It can be said that deliberate misinterpretation is the leitmotif of the lab, especially when working with technical equipment. Sound is once again the common denominator in all projects realized thus far. Interfaces for making music were created by intentional wrong usage. In the course of their investigations, the participants removed devices from their social context and placed them in different contexts after making the smallest possible changes to them. This opened a vast potential for new meanings that would either remain totally invisible or become only partially visible should the devices be used as intended by the manufacturers.

Currently, these two guiding principles of Spat, Lab are interrogated because we are mainly concerned with the ubiquitous computer and trading technologies (CPS) as well as with diverse sensory interfaces (mobile telephones, Wi remote controllers, etc.). Our long-term aim, however, is to gain enduring insights. Spontaneous absurdities and conscious attempts at getting things wrong seem to prove limits, whereas sound in the sense of musique concrete, electronic music, and configuring new forms in geographic space, or in architecture, can always be seen as contracts for the individual projects.

The above mentioned approaches have led to artistic projects dealing with sound and mobile technologies, albeit the emphasis is not so much on their social, societal aspects, nor with new fields of activity concerned with the reception of music but rather on the time- and process-based aspects of the corporeality and architecture that thus emerge. To us this appears to be a major outcome of mobility. Mobility in technology is the logical consequence of a development in which more and more functions are packed into ever-smaller bodies, which people can carry about on them.

A decisive impulse for the development toward architecture came from the breakdown of the virtual, or rather from the future of the virtual hype to attain its main aim of reconfiguring geographic space as the sphere of social activity. Mobility, as the consequence of miniaturization, only makes sense when geographic space is intentionally seen as not merely an abstract Euclidean space but also as a field of social activity. Mobility is therefore to be clearly distinguished from virtuality— even when the geospatial network of mobile end user devices forms a form ofanedoned reality emerges.

Our own body has always been a part of geographic space. Virtually it has not succeeded in dissolving the significance of space for human action. Music that employs mobile technologies automatically turns the focus on human body design and, consequently, also on the geographic space in which the human being exists. Digital art can no longer deny the ubiquity of technological developments and is becoming “body art” in geographic space. The performative character of geographic space must therefore always remain part of the artistic code. Also, and especially, digital art takes mobile technology seriously as a marginal condition of human achievement. Such technological limits influence production and reception, both of which have always been part of an expanded definition of art. The recipient who always carries music around with him, who deposits it in certain places, collects it or passes it on, becomes an agent, and decency in this case, not merely of the musical content but also of all “mobile” artifacts such as spontaneous network music, music distribution, etc. as investigated in the MIVP series, but also as this seems to be the direction from which Spat, Lab approaches these themes—the architectural body in geographic space. Mobility is that technology which allows virtuosity to be understood as the marginality of a new architectural body.

[Start of Image References]


The Handydandy

The Bluetooth rock 'n' roll band The Handydandy (B. Bauch, L. J. Gross, N. Kirits, G. Savcis, J. Staudach, F. Waldner), founded in 2005*, is an example for the way this principle was applied. Here, their starting point for artistic action was to use mobile phones as musical instruments. The mobile phone was reinvented as interface for a music performance whereby its bare technical structure (Bluetooth, keys, etc.) and not the sound generation options implied by the producers were used. Questions about application, which were never raised originally, now surfaced: A new genre of art, Bluetooth Rock 'n' Roll, was born, triggering a debate about wireless music interfaces, the social significance of mobile telephones, and forms of performance. The Handydandy was part of NiMe 06 (Ircam, Paris) and MMW 2007 (Steim), amongst others.

* Speakership, Kleylehof, 2005 (Klaus Filip & Nicolaj Kirits).
Transit
Klaus Filip, Nicolai Kiriste
Bernhard Bauch, Philipp Lammer

ABSTRACT

Transit was an attempt at creating a sculpture with nothing but the bodies of data previously described. Transit employs strategies for the speedy settlement of new land used since the days of Hipponemus von Milet; the settlement of geographic space with bodies of data can be compared with the development of new land. A basic element (a cube measuring 1m x 1m x 1m) was used to create a 20m long, 20m wide and 20m high grid. There was, however, no master plan; only the construction rules were predefined—the sculpture was based on these rules, the volume available and the content produced by the settlers. Each settler was given eight cubes and had the freedom to select a site for them. Twenty percent of the volume could be filled communally or altered as desired by the settler. The rest of the volume had to remain free; the aim was to leave 60% of the area undeveloped. Each cube could be filled with text, sound, video material or simply program codes. Neighboring cubes could network with each other, exchange data or forward it. Filling the cubes worked as follows: each digital artist, equipped with a computer and a GPS device, could go to the site of the cube and “load” his/her content into it. In this way, the artists worked on their digital concepts in geographic space the way a sculptor would. Recipients could experience these digital sculptures produced with the help of GPS devices in the course of settlement; their playback devices were filled with digital content at one of the many points where the content had been previously positioned. In contrast to the settlers, the recipients were not permitted to alter the sculpture.

The project was made possible through the financial support of Podspot (Prof. Tom Fürstner).

Presentation of the project at the Mobile Music Workshop 2008.

The following artists were invited as settlers:

Alex Odermatt
Andrea Hasler
Berhard Bauch
Bernhard Lutz
Bernhard Gamsing
Daniel Kaiser
Ella Knepfl
Georg Nersschu
Gordan Savicic
Gottfried Hader
Julian Pálacios
Julia Staudach
Kathrin Döfler
Lex Paeschke
Lucas Czipak
Luc Grosse
Marco Fischer
Mitchan Ghizildash Tocasanini
Mirs Pavlovic
Nina Kataneva
Parkstödlin Martin
Peter Schmittmüller
Peter Tilg
Philipp Lammer
Sophie Wagner
Workshop 2008.

Digital Claiming

Digital Claiming is a Spat Lab's most recent project. The Croatian island of Plocica, with no other building on it but a lighthouse, was rented for the project for a week. Twenty artists were invited to mark their Claims on the island with the help of GPS devices. “A Mining Claim is the claim of the right to extract minerals from a tract of public land. In the United States, the practice began with the California gold rush of 1849. In the absence of effective government, the miners in each new mining camp made up their own rules, and chose to essentially adapt Mexican mining laws then in effect in California. The Mexican law gave the right to mine to the first one to discover the mineral deposit and begin mining it. The area that could be claimed by one person was limited to that which could be mined by a single individual or a small group.”

The material found in each Claim (acoustic, visual, haptic, body-time, etc.) served as raw material for linear/non-linear and/or algorithmic compositions. Pieces composed with audio, codes, or film material were “tagged” with the site. In these Claims the task was not about digging for tangible spatial bodies in the sense of gold or other metals but rather for objects that become corporeal because they represent a site (length, breadth, height). What emerged in the process was a geography of transformations, land surveyed by producing its time-based representatives. The perception of space based on data collected by precisely measuring and recording within the Cartesian system is hence replaced by a typology of interpretations.

The map of the island drawn out in the course of the project comprised a series of individual installations and unveiled the discrepancy between a seeming objectivity and the unquestionable supremacy of earth survey via mobile Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and process and time-based entities of body and space.

The works will be presented at the Mobile Music Workshop 2008.

Tim Blechmann

Untitled

The primary source material for my Claim was the nissing sound of water, which I recorded at different places and at different times. These field recordings were made to undergo several transformations in order to dissolve temporal structures. A three-channel video installation with a sounding floor. An acoustic environment was to be created via indirect sound which assembled the stories of my Claim on Plocica. This piece is an acoustic sketch of the installation.

Kathrin Dißler

Untitled p. 44

“The composer becomes a cartographer if he lets himself be guided. If I want to allow tones and stillness time then the task of the composer no longer lies in searching for their expression but rather in allowing them “to be” what they are […] This is why I mean that stillness is a state that is free of intentions.” (Daniel Charles on John Cage)

A taut cord runs along the interstices between the blocks of stone at the shores of Plocica. The crevices form various resonance spaces in which binaural microphones are placed at several points for recording the sounds. The different resonance spaces correspond with the different filtered sounds. The soundscapes in these in between spaces ultimately become sounding bodies, which produce a multi-perspectival projection of the incessantly breaking waves.

Klaus Fip

Simplicoca

impressions of the story surface on anly ‘claim’ on plocica, a couple of plants, a couple of animals, some water: the photos were arranged in the chronological order of the time when they were taken. the analysis of the image produces the sound emerges, already the mapping of the frequencies of a sine wave are encoded over the image matrix, the volume of each partial tone is defined by the brightness of a pixel, play at medium volume.

Andrew Hadeer

Klangbild [sound Pattern] p. 44

Klangbild is the attempt at depicting sounding bodies visually. In acoustic space, it is only possible to hear bodies that either produce sound or reflect it. Sound is the prerequisite for acoustic perception just as light is for visual perception.

When sound is absent, no acoustic image or sound pattern of a space can emerge. The fact that we describe even acoustic experiences in images proves how visually eliminated our perception is a phenomenon that Klangbild examines and questions. If visual perception is absent and we can only perceive our world acoustically, the mind conjures corresponding homogeneous images of sound, body and space. These are visual representations of acoustic perception.

The sound patterns on a stone shore are examined with the help of an audiovisual composition for which hydrophones were installed on rocks at the key points of wave refraction and recorded synchronously with the image. In the composition, the levels of the recorded sounds determine the level of visibility of each sound image (waves, rocks). The higher the sound energy produced by a sounding body, the more concrete and clear its visual representation.

The visual part of the work is a composition and interpretation of the visual data. The perceivable acoustic space is variable and dependent on the user, who can “sound surf” in via self-navigated positioning. This can be done by selecting various sound tracks—three positions are possible within the setting and three outside it.

Laura Stroock

Duck Dawn / Island Maps p. 44

Series of photographs

Movements on 3 plateaus on Plocica were observed and snap-shots of the island were recomposed into a sequence.

The series Island-Maps was taken from three different positions. These photographs were placed together into three maps, the photographer being the center. A “false” image of Plocica’s geography thus emerges from the subjective representations of the brief visitor on the island and her arbitrary division of space.

Dusk Dawn / Island Maps p. 44

Series of photographs

Movements on 3 plateaus on Plocica were observed and snap-shots of the island were recomposed into a sequence.

The series Island-Maps was taken from three different positions. These photographs were placed together into three maps, the photographer being the center. A “false” image of Plocica’s geography thus emerges from the subjective representations of the brief visitor on the island and her arbitrary division of space.
Peter Schmollmüller  
Pločica – grenzgang/uferdiskussion  
(walking the line/shore discussion)

This representational video by the media artist Peter Schmollmüller raises the omnipresent question about the switch between media. Try to imagine the masses of water and rocks incessantly crashing against each other. Each wave is a reason for removing every rock that protrudes from the water. The solidity of the rock is the antithesis, corrosion being the manifestation of synthesis.

When the gaze switches from one medium to the other, the mass of air solidifies into a quicksilver mirror that hurls the spin drift back into the water.

Jan Perschy  
random walk

Interpretating the structure and characteristics of the ground through one’s own environment inspired me to press this record. The piece of wood swirling through the stones and thereby altering the ground is a basis measure. It is also the unit of measure in my survey. The record of a moment in time made in this manner was reinterpreted and measured in my own subjective impressions. The ground as data medium is stored on disc with given form through my own subjective impressions.

The masses of water and rocks incessantly crashing against each other, the piece of wood swirling through the recording site. The aim was to inspire the recipient to imagine the conditions at the recording site.

Claudia Larcher  
472 pm c.c.  
Temporary installation.

White balloons

The number 472, also the title of the installation, reflects the number of balloons used by the artist as material for her intervention in the landscape. The artist filled the balloons with either air or water and carefully placed them in the crevices and holes in the rocks. In order to ensure that every gap was filled she had to treat each balloon differently so that it fitted perfectly.

This seamless lining of cracks and crevices in the rocks with balloons formed a white line, like a line drawing in the landscape that was reminiscent of the contours or traces of an unknown, unidentifiable creature.

Sophie Wagner  
brinna hodorje p.m. k.  
equipped my actioncam i moved along the borders of my claim, capturing images and sounds above and under the water. The rhythm of the images was determined by the conditions of the claim, such as the movements of my float or of a stunt kite. Each sequence is an instrument for the music band for which the visitor can compose new pieces of music using the sounds gathered on my walks along borders.

Florian Waldner  
Wave Lands

The stones on the Pločica island show patterns that are formed by the tide over a long period of time. Photographs of these patterns are reduced to two dimensional graphic lines. Audio recordings taken at the same place are analyzed concerning their spectral composition. The data resulting from that analysis is used to animate the graphical lines in three dimensional space. Such that movement of the abstracted patterns is dependent on the sound of the sea.

Gottfried Hader  
Im Nebelmeer über Pločica /  
Sea of Fog over Pločica

Starting point for the investigation was the striking absence of the island we were about to set foot on, from Google Earthsatelliteimaginary. This deficiency was initially met by flying a camera-equipped helium balloon over the remote isle. The balloon, attached by a string to the artist, formed a prosthetic extension of his body in a physical as well as sensory sense, as the camera images were also instantly transmitted to the ground.

Walking a preconceived path this way, the tiny strip of land gained an unexpected orbital dimension. But also the joining with the balloon itself, the rhythm of its tumbling motion and inward shift of gaze developed a surprising dynamics in the course of the performance.

Back on land, the video footage obtained this way is being used to claim land by means of a projection device. This is archived by translating the images into a spherical coordinate system, thus connecting back to the logic of Google Earth.
The coastal area is a constantly changing environment. Every moment is the arrangement of stones and water in it differently, never the same. By the force of the impact of water on the banks a wide set of different sounds is generated.

For the installation “Wavesynth” relevant areas of the bay (optical: where is water when; acoustical: where does the it sound interesting) have been equipped with sensors. In the water there was a small current initiated (5V, 20ma). Every time it got in touch with one of the sensors, the current level of the sensors output was changed. As sensors were resistances, the output levels were used, which produce different values depending on the position in which they get in contact with electrical charged water. A computer continuously measured this values and routed this data to an audio application, which used it to reinterpret the real time sound of the bay. The transformed sounds have been played back on-site via speakers and therefore mixed for the listener with the ambient sound of the island.

Nina Tommasi  
Imaginary fusion of acoustic location  
(Fig. A, B, C)

The main idea was to make a site comprehensible as a dynamic network of sound objects. (The definition of the fusion between interdependent corporealities can only be comprehended as process-based; it defies a priori total representation because of its complexity.)

The survey, the time of day when this is carried out and the process itself of surveying are used for deliberately reducing and manipulating the site’s complexity. In the way, the conditions of the site are reorganized in order to perceive the whole site in a different light altogether.

This reduction aimed at producing added compositional value, which would make the site perceivable by means of auditory impressions of it and processual changes to it and thereby generate new possibilities of representation. The survey procedure is not seen as the record of geographic-tectonic data in a precise Cartesian system of coordinates but rather as a kind of “nestling” against the form, so to speak.

While cords marked the rocks and produced new architectural spaces/points of reference for the sound recordings, this geometric expansion of the site and its subjective sensory perception lent the site an immanently changeable individuality.

The tectonic, visible body, along with all its peculiarities, was variously linked with other surrounding “bodies” which, analogous to the cords, “nestled” against it, formed and defined its own in-between spaces.

Important constants that lent the site its individuality and generated the possibilities of recognizing it, such as sounding bodies or “wind bodies,” originated from places outside the staked out claim. This body/object can only be seen in the context of its geographic surroundings and the point at which each respective body is linked with the other. Sound recordings were made along the fixed line, representing the “points of reference” for the other “corporealities” surrounding the rocks. Although the content of these sound files served as reference to the geometric space and for the moment in time when it was surveyed, the morphing spectrum of sound turned the site into a constantly changing “setting.”
Craving

Berndh Garnigg, Gottfried Hader

Craving” is in fact a special case because it was not made during the Spat Lab workshop but at the De- partment of Digital Art, University of Applied Arts Vienna, but it must be seen as a part of it because of the theme it addressed. The final version of Craving can be heard at its original site at MMV 2008.

INTRODUCTION

In Craving Berndh Garnigg and Gottfried Hader aurally stage a text inspired by the late Sarah Kane’s play Crave in public space. It unfolds while mem- bers of the audience individually wander a high-rise area, wearing headphones and a mobile comput- ing device.

PROCESS

The audience is accorded from the Mobile Music Workshop venue in Vienna city-center to the site of the production. Once arrived, they have the op- portunity to explore the location two at a time. Equipped with a Wearable Computer and head- phones the recipient is immersed in sound surround- ings he can physically navigate. The path they chose is in no way – auditory or visually – predetermined, thereby allowing the audience to let themselves be guided by aspects of the place itself such as its archi- tecture while experiencing the production.

TEXT

The text used in Craving draws on Crave, a play by British dramatist Sarah Kane (1971 - 1999). In it, four spar- sely drawn characters weave a tapestry made up of quotations and fragments, the cloth of which are their individual traumas, loves, grudges and resigna- tions. Plot and signs indicating temporal develop- ments are reduced to a minimum. It is in repetition- 4 -ions. The selection and spatial and temporal distribution of sound elements require a detailed study of text and conditions of the space such as architecture, flow of movements and rhythms. The technology (SPE, etc.) framing the production obviously plays another, very important role.

As environmental influences such as weather or social interaction surrounding the participants or their personal movement patterns cannot be fore- seen, the sound design is not geared towards con- structing a linear narrative. It aims, rather, to create individual, loosely-connected scenes. To archive this, acoustic elements are placed on street corners, on wide, open spaces or in lively passage ways as they relate to a sensation and meaning created by their architecture or the human beings inhabiting it. In order to do this the artists have developed a soft- ware, which enables a composition of temporarily and spatially dynamic acoustic scenes. Sound fragments such as spoken language or music are grouped together, following an internal temporal logic. These groups are distributed all over the area and linked through the recipient percep- tion as he moves through the space.

Applying their other senses and their feeling for the specific space the participants then put the per- ceived sensations into a larger context. This ability to freely associate intentional design elements through reflection accepts the spectator in the temporal and spatial complexity of his cognition.

TECHNOLOGY

The participant is equipped with a wearable comput- er and headphones. Custom software determines his position via GPS, tracks his head- and body move- ments through a magnetometer. Based on these re- sults the computer renders the audio composition in real-time. Through a simulation of binaural hear- ing, sounds previously affiliated to certain places now become audible from their specific direction. The software incorporates a real-time virtual acoustic environment rendering engine. It is based on head- related transfer function (HRTF), describing how a given sound input (parameterized as frequency and source location) is filtered by the diffusion and re- flection properties of the torso, head and pinnae before reaching the eardrum and inner ear. These location-specific filter effects provide the human neural system with enough cues to properly locate a sound’s source. Through the realistic simulation of these effects it is now possible to place sound emitting “props” into the listener’s environment.

SITE

Craving was envisioned for production in Vienna DC, a modern complex of commercial and residential buildings in the city’s Donaustadt district. This most present area is defined by a branch of the river Danube in the south and the United Nations build- ing in the north. Vienna DC was conceived entirely on the drawing board after plans for a World Fair in this location had been vetoed in a referendum in that same year of 1991. Nevertheless, ten years after its opening, the area is still ubiety in progress, as various vacant lots create a layered surface, whose heaps of dirt contrast with the spotless facades otherwise dominating the view. Vienna DC houses num- erous multinational corporations and information technology firms in office skyscrapers, but there are also vivid residential zones in between. One can lit- erally walk around a corner to see the number of suits dimmed and people leading their lives in a slower and more informal way. There is a barren city-wit, where 4,000 inhabitants have adapted to the given system of open spaces and the spatial logic of the complex. For them the architects envi- sioned a church, a museum exhibiting works of an Austrian sculptor, a bilingual school and kinder- garten, a supermarket, a number of cafés located in the lobbies of skyscrapers, and a restaurant. Other unique architectural features also strongly influence the way in which the space is perceived: a wide flight of stairs leading up to nothing, surveillance cameras placed at eye level, deserted children’s playgrounds, a vast empty space whose floor is covered in glaring white paint. This microcosm allows the artists to use the space’s emotional levers and possible asso- ciations while breaking with the normal patterns of movement, perception and interaction with the envi- ronment and other people.
4TH MOBILE MUSIC WORKSHOP
Excerpts from Régine Debatty’s blog entry on
http://www.we-make-money-not-art.com

One of the directors of STEIM, co-host of MMW 2007, Michel Waisvisz is a composer/performer of live electronic music, who has invented new ways to achieve physical touch with electronic music instruments, for example by literally touching the electricity inside the instruments...

He illustrated his quest to find and develop physical relationships with electronic musical instruments by performing a short improvisation on The Hand, an interface he conceived in the early 1980s...

In the ‘60s, when he was a teenager he could do musical experiments with his brother: putting a piano upside down and playing the instrument just by touching its strings...

He showed us a fantastic picture of him becoming literally a tape reading machine using “The Tape Puller” instrument (image on the right). He was live sampling, scratching 2 tape heads using foot pedals. He’d pull one forward with a foot to create music while rewinding the other tape with the other foot, unheard of the public.

He discussed his fascination for the VC3, a synthesizer that can be used without a keyboard. He bought a VC3, opened its back and put his fingers inside. He thus used the body to extend the circuitry and modified the sound in ways he found interesting. The manipulation gave him the feeling that the sound was floating in the room and that he could grab it. He decided that instead of opening the instrument back he should better customize it. This was the inspiration for what later became the CracklBox. He was fascinated by the idea of a human being who is turned into a variable electrical conductor/resistor, and a thinking (well) element of the musical instrument.

In 1973, Waisvisz arrived at STEIM and worked on the CracklBox, a handheld instrument based on the same principle of body conductivity...

All sorts of Crackle objects could be manipulated by children. Among the artefacts (some of which are re-invented by young interaction designers and shown today at events such as the Milan Furniture fair) shown were phones that distort your voice according to the strength you use to squeeze the receiver; a musical bike where the generator was connected to speakers instead of a headlight; a series of connected CrackleBoxes that makes melodies when you pour some tea in the cups; a cuckoo clock producing scratchy sounds, etc.

Another of Waisvisz famous projects is the Web where each thread in the spiderweb-like instrument is a sensor. People can play it and manipulate the timbre in a very intuitive way by grabbing the strings.

He mentioned several projects that investigate this (still under-developed) physical relationship with musical instruments: Jon Rose’s Hypersinging bow; Nicolas Collins’ "trombone-propelled electronics", the Lady’s Glove by Laetitia Sonami.

A last work he mentioned is Kristina Andersen’s ensemble, a suitcase full of sounds and clothes. Sensors are fitted on the garments in such a way that the function of the sensor is conceptually supported by the form-factor of the garment.

Licensed under Creative Commons 1.0 (www.creativecommons.org)
**Network Landscapes: Landscape, Public Space & Mobile Music...Molecules?**

Teri Rueb

When I arrived for the workshop yesterday the neighborhood was filled with the sounds of a public outdoor concert. Meanwhile, in my acoustical landscape shifted from Buddy Holly to Roy Orbison to Johnny Cash as a beautifully preserved 1950s jukebox pulsed with the last nostalgic selection made by a stranger. Regardless of my musical preference, these moments held meaning for me on a deeper level as they signaled something important about sound and public space. The messages was in the medium, not just the content of the sounds. The act of social gathering for shared listening, individuals suspended in the connective formation of political identity and the claiming of public space. A public live performance offered as a free concert constitutes a mobile location-based network technology quite different from the mobile sound platforms that have become the default network landscapes.

Where does this shared public space go when we adopt the personalized space of mobile music interfaces to the city? What are the consequences of the spread of mobile music devices that would inscribe us within personalized bubbles of sound? Is this kind of sharing a form of personal or collective expression, or are we merely conforming to a system of social interaction and exchange that has become an even more intensified intermediation of control spaces? What is the space of compromise and negotiation of meaning akin to “public space” in this moment of dual movement between global homogenization and expanded cosmopolitanism? Have we abandoned the constantly shifting landscape that would take us outside or beyond the comfort zone of our factionalized culture? As cultural producers, critics and consumers—as citizens—we have an obligation to question “off the shelf” technologies that appear as “natural” or “liberating.”

If we brush against the grain of mobile media forms, what might we discover as the underside of this condition and how will we respond? As a society we have become atomized, but the question remains “Can we form molecules?” and what might they look like?

As individuals linked through mobile technologies we have become mobile nodes in a complex network in flux. Beyond the classical figure in a landscape, we have become the very material from which the “network landscape” emerges as the interaction of natural, social, technological and biological networks.

J.B. Jackson, the great historian of the vernacular landscape, argued that we must see landscape ultimately as a “shared three-dimensional reality” and therefore a question of public space. This appeal must also be made in light of how we understand the “network landscape” of mobile network society as actors in this landscape, how can we resist being framed as passive consumers or controlled and surveilled subjects, and instead embrace our agency as creators and participants in the shaping of this new public sphere?

Rather than choosing to create network landscapes that foster escape or deferral of this challenge, we must seek to create ever more charged spaces of socially, technologically and ecologically mediated encounter. The various works I will share in this talk trace a ten-year exploration around the question of landscape, public space, identity and network—particularly the syncretic landscape as produced through and framed by sound.

If we brush against the grain of mobile media forms, what might we discover as the underside of this condition and how will we respond? As a society we have become atomized, but the question remains “Can we form molecules?” and what might they look like?

As individuals linked through mobile technologies we have become mobile nodes in a complex network in flux. Beyond the classical figure in a landscape, we have become the very material from which the “network landscape” emerges as the interaction of natural, social, technological and biological networks.

J.B. Jackson, the great historian of the vernacular landscape, argued that we must see landscape ultimately as a “shared three-dimensional reality” and therefore a question of public space. This appeal must also be made in light of how we understand the “network landscape” of mobile network society as actors in this landscape, how can we resist being framed as passive consumers or controlled and surveilled subjects, and instead embrace our agency as creators and participants in the shaping of this new public sphere?

Rather than choosing to create network landscapes that foster escape or deferral of this challenge, we must seek to create ever more charged spaces of socially, technologically and ecologically mediated encounter. The various works I will share in this talk trace a ten-year exploration around the question of landscape, public space, identity and network—particularly the syncretic landscape as produced through and framed by sound.

*John R. Briggs posed the question “Can we make good molecules?” in a dissertation on the application of a public art project to the discovery of new forms in the urban environment of New York City in the spring of 1997. Since 2000 I have advocated the term “network landscapes” to describe and understand landscapes of nature, social and technological interactions. An earlier version of these ideas was presented by J.B. Jackson in his article explaining the term “networked” as related to his seminal “garden landscape.” In the sketch for visualizing this new landscape, I argued that “a garden networked” is a landscape that constitutes a component of the natural environment that is shaped by man as a system connected upon the land.

**BIO**

Rueb’s large-scale responsive spaces and location-aware installations explore issues of architecture and urbanism, landscape and the body, and sonic and acoustic space. In 1999 she pioneered a GPS-based interactive sound walk with “Trace,” art along a network of hiking trails in the Canadian Rockies (funded by the Bard Center for the Arts).


She has received grants and commissions from the ICA Boston / Vita Brevis, LIE Foundation, Artslink, Turbulence, and various state arts councils. Rueb’s work has been featured and reviewed in diverse publications including “Second Person: Storytelling and Games in Playable Media” (edited by Pat Herragan and Noah Wardrip-Fun, MIT Press, 2006) and “Information Arts: Intersections of Art, Science and Technology” (edited by Stephen Wilson, MIT Press, 2001). She holds a B.F.A. in Art and Literary and Cultural Studies from Carnegie Mellon University and a master’s degree in Interactive Telecommunications from the Tisch School of the Arts, New York University. Rueb is an associate professor in the Graduate Department of Digital Media at the Rhode Island School of Design. Rueb is also pursuing a doctoral research at the Harvard Graduate School of Design and is founder and principal of Open Air Studio, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

**FIGURE**

Teri Rueb’s “Core Sample,” part of the exhibition “Art on the Harbor Islands” with the Boston Institute of Contemporary Art, 2007
Regine Debatty, blogger from We Make Money Not Art, gave the closing keynote address at MMW2007. As part of her keynote preparations, she had been covering the workshop live on her blog, reporting on the works and talks as they were being presented at STEIM and Waag. In her talk at Waag’s Theatum Anatomicum at Nieuwmarkt, Reg changed roles, from that of observer, to take the podium to describe her present interests and preoccupations. She retraced her steps to describe how she got into her full-time activity of blogging the art, cultural, and design worlds. Ironically she embarked on this nomadic, very mobile work at a desk job for the European Commission in Turin. Bored with her job, but inspired by the artwork she saw around her, including that of her current partner, she found that her desire to describe what she perceived, in her own non-specialist terms, could interest others. This approach of following one’s nose, being guided by one’s own interests, and writing in a disarming, accessible way was a perfect match for the blog as medium. Initially interested by the area of media art – works tackling questions of technology and culture, she went on to cover design events worldwide. Her interests at the time of the keynote had shifted to bio-art, focusing on artists, curators, and exhibitions broaching aesthetic and ethical questions on biotechnology and physiology. She has since kept moving, covering the contemporary art world in her charismatic and personable style. Throughout this shifting landscape of interests, Regine maintains an interest in art and technology, her focus driven by the personal and human efforts behind projects. While her itinerary continues to be set by her interests, she admitted with the success of her blog being solicited to cover events, chuckling at the apparent misunderstanding of certain organizers who thought MMWNA was a giant machine or whole office. Reg is a free agent, booking her own travel, deciding her destinations. In the area of locative media, one of those destinations has been the Conflux festival of psycho-geography in Brooklyn, NY. She was not paid, sponsored, nor subsidized to cover this artist run event – it was the topic, the people, and the feeling that motivate her to go. It is this professional spirit, this broad view of the scene, and incisive knowledge of specific grassroots initiatives, that made Reg the perfect set of eyes and ears to follow, interact with, and be part of the MMW2007.
Hearing Sirens
A performance for mp3 players and portable hornloudspeakers

Cathy van Eck

ABSTRACT
Reversing the Philosophy of Headphones
A usual fashion to hear music nowadays is through headpho
nes. The mp3-player made more music transportable than ever before and public spaces are invaded nowadays with people, living in their own acoustic world. My project is about reversing this situation. I am walking around the city, playing music from an mp3-player, this time not for creating private music, but for diffusing it out of two big yellow hornloudspeakers, radiating the sound to the environment.

The Acoustic and Visual Design: Greek Siren and Emergency Siren
The siren is both a mythological woman, having the body of a bird and the head of a woman as a noise maker, used to warn in emergency cases. The sirens as bird-women were known in Antiquity for their beautiful singing. It was unable to resist them and most of the men who heard them did not survive.

The emergency siren is a noise maker and can be seen as a survival tool. I used both as an acoustic, visual and conceptual starting point for the project Hearing Sirens.

Construction
The portable hornloudspeakers consist of a small mp3 player, a box with an amplifier and battery, and two loudspeakers in two big yellow horns. The construction is made to be worn on the back of the performer.

Acoustical Characteristics
The specific construction of the horns and the fact that they are portable gave them special acoustical possibilities. Due to the big horns, the sound is diffused very directional. Therefore the audience can often hear the early reflections before the direct sound. In this way, the hornloudspeakers reveal the acoustical characteristics of the environment. By a small movement of the performer, the pattern of the reflections can change enormously. The sounds diffused by the sirens are made with physical models of sirens.

BIO
Cathy van Eck (1979 The Netherlands/Belgium) is a composer and sound artist. Her work includes compositions for instruments and live electronics as well as performances with (selfmade) sound objects.

Besides working at her different artistic projects and collaborations, she is currently teaching at the Music and Media Art faculty in Bern.

http://www.cathyvaneck.net/

FIGURES
1. Attic red figure vase depicting sirens.
2. A siren as an outdoor warning noise maker.
The Handydandy

„In French it is called le portable. In Arabic it is sometimes called sayyari or makmum. In Thailand it is a moto. But here in Nickelsdorf there’s only one reference, which is no other than “the handydandy”… a handy is a hendi is a handy”.

Zapfl, Nickelsdorf 2006

ABSTRACT

The Handydandy were a bluetooth-rock and noise group from Vienna, Austria / Los Angeles, California. They are one of the most commercially successful and critically acclaimed bands in the history of popular music. The band’s principal members were Bauch Bernhard, Gross Luc, Kiratz Nicolaj, Savovic Gordon, Waldner Florian and Tschuli Staudach-Jefferson.

In Austria, The Handydandy released more than 40 different singles, albums, and EPs that reached number one. This commercial success was repeated in many other countries; their record company, EMI, estimated that by 2005 they had sold over one billion records worldwide. The Handydandy are the best-selling musical act of all time in the United States, according to the Recording Industry Association of America.

In 2006, Rolling Stone magazine ranked The Handydandy #1 on its list of 100 Greatest Artists of All Time. According to that same magazine, their innovative music and cultural impact helped define the 2000s and their influence on pop culture is still evident today.

The Handydandy led the mid-2000s musical “Bluetooh Invasion” into the United States and worldwide. Although their initial musical style was rooted in 1950s rock and roll and homegrown skiffle, the group explored genres ranging from Johnny Cage to psychedelic bluetooth-rock. Their clothes, styles, and statements made them trend-setters, while their growing social awareness saw their influence extend into the social and cultural revolutions of the 1990s.

The Handydandy is a wireless rhizome. A real-time rock axiom based on asymmetrical network music synthesis. “the handydandy” are first of all stars within an upcoming and ever emerging music scene, namely the bluetooth rock’n’roll; their body performance implies powerful and energetic electro-acoustic computer music: each of their concerts are site-specific artworks themselves. the main concept is an human-opposed computer network based on real-time patches, the group itself performs on misuse hybrid media artefacts, also known as mobile phones in the latter 20th century cardboard Flying-Vs, pimped violins and sonified G7i troubadors are just brief examples of their never-ending musical interface repertoire; the handydandy is a slap in your face, after which you still wanna smile. they live and work in miami/us.

http://thehandydandy.yugo.at/
TRATTI - A Noise Maker for Children

Martin Pichlmair, Laura Beloff

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe TRATTI, a characteristic piece of Device Art. It is a funnel shaped bullhorn to be worn in front of the belly. Children can walk around with the TRATTI. First, they record their voice into the device. Then, they can point the TRATTI anywhere they want. The TRATTI constantly snaps images from its surroundings and plays back the recorded voice samples manipulated through the image, through the environment. TRATTI is technologically based on mobile phone technology and it reflects a number of key features of mobile phone technology. TRATTI is a loud and disturbing piece of real-time art, a very personal musical instrument playing the voice of the musician, according to her standpoint in the world.

BIO

Martin Pichlmair (1977) is a media artist living and working in Vienna, Austria. Since he received his doctoral degree in informatics he works as assistant professor at the Institute of Design and Assessment of Technology at the Vienna University of Technology. The art pieces were shown at various media art festivals and exhibitions. Recent shows including the Ars Electronica Festival, ISEA, Transmediale and the Microwave International Festival for New Media Art. In his research and publications, he focuses on theory and practice of interactive art and design – from game design and physical interfaces to open source development models and community media.

Laura Beloff's (1964) interests deal with individuals in the global society adapting to highly complex, technologically enhanced world. Her mobile, wearable objects are exhibited internationally in museums, galleries, and major media festivals. She is frequently lecturing about her research and practice in universities and conferences. 1999: visiting Professor, Linz Art University, Austria. 2002-2006: Professor for media arts, Art Academy of Oslo, Norway. 2007-2011: 5-year Artist grant by the Finnish state. 2007: lecturing at The University of Art and Design Helsinki, Finland.

TokTek

Tom Verbruggen

ABSTRACT

TokTek (Tom Verbruggen) structures the unbridled clicks and cuts of this circuit bend gadgets to a fragile disturbance. Sampling with a joystick Tom creates unlogic dynamic compositions.

Tom’s work is about the communication and non-communication between electronic devices and humans, focusing particularly on his relationship with such devices. Drawing on his fine art background, his work explores the relationships between human touch, memory and everyday electronic objects. For example his work “Moederkoek”, which literally translated is mother-cake but refers in English to the placebo, Tom performs with his mother and she bakes a cake, like she used to when he was a young boy. In the contemporary version, in a self-assembled kitchen, Tom performs with his mother, sampling her baking and the sounds it produces in real-time. These sounds are arranged and manipulated on the fly and form an ongoing, improvised composition. The performance ends, with the cake going into the oven and the smell of baking filling the room. Once it is baked, the cake is served to the audience.

Tom’s latest invention is the Crackle-Canvas. Using STEIM’s crackle box hardware, Tom has created paintings that produce sound. Each painting can produce sound by itself but when connected with other paintings forms a ‘painting orchestra’. By connecting cables between the paintings, the sound changes, while the cables length, colour and form, form a drawing on the wall or in the space the paintings are hanging.


BIO

Tom’s work is about the communication and non-communication between electronic devices and humans, focusing particularly on his relationship with such devices. Drawing on his fine art background, his work explores the relationships between human touch, memory and everyday electronic objects. Tom Verbruggen is part of the New Interfaces for Performances programme.
Mosomuso: Mobile Social Music Software

Atsu Tanaka, Giuliaume Valadon, Alex Kummerman

ABSTRACT

MOSOMUSO (Mobile Social Music Software) was a collaborative research project funded by the French Ministry of Research. It brought together mobile startup, Clicmobile, with research partners Sony Computer Science Laboratory Paris, and the ULP network lab at Université de Paris IT. This presentation at MMW'07 covered two aspects of Mosomuso, “Social Mobile Music Navigation Using The Compass” and the locative media work, “Net_Dérive”, realized on the Mosomuso infrastructure.

There is an increasing tendency to converge functions of several consumer electronics devices (a personal music player, mobile phone, satellite navigation, digital camera) into a single device. The Compass uses mass market mobile phones in an integrated location-aware, networked musical navigation and exchange application. The Compass is a tool to study and experiment mobile music navigation. We use a single interaction metaphor, that of a compass, to guide the user to search, find, and navigate closer to friends, styles of music, or places of interest. Using the location information retrieved from the server with the phone’s data link, users once in proximity are able to bootstrap ad-hoc networks to allow spontaneous music exchange.

Net_Dérive was premiered at the Maison Rouge in Paris in 2006. To perform the work, participants wear a scarf containing two mobile phones and a GPS unit to explore the neighborhood surrounding the gallery. One phone takes pictures every 30 seconds uploading geotagged images and upstream audio to the server. The other phone serves as display receiving audio/visual streams from the gallery space. This creates an interplay of sound and image, an exchange between participants in the streets, and the creation of an abstract narrative from sonification and visualization of locative information. The abstract visuals and soundscapes seen in the gallery and streamed to the mobile users recreate a Situationist derive using mobile technology, a city-as-instrument.

Floating Fabulousness: Representation, Performativity and Identity in Musical Ringtones

Isabella van Elferen, Imar de Vries

ABSTRACT

In this paper, we consider musical ringtones of mobile phones to act as virtual, communicative and cultural performances. They appear unpredictably, they communicate signs which are interpreted by a varied and dynamic audience, and establish stages upon which cultural meanings are portrayed. We will argue that the musical ringtone functions as a musical madeleine (or communicative and cultural performance). This does not mean that we think of rhyming as communicative and cultural performances with浮现出表演性和身份在音乐上的表现。

In this paper, we consider musical ringtones of mobile phones to act as virtual, communicative and cultural performances. They appear unpredictably, they communicate signs which are interpreted by a varied and dynamic audience, and establish stages upon which cultural meanings are portrayed. We will argue that the musical ringtone functions as a musical madeleine (or communicative and cultural performance). This does not mean that we think of rhyming as communicative and cultural performances with浮现出表演性和身份在音乐上的表现。
Taking Soundings – Investigating Coastal Navigations and Orientations in Sound

Yolande Harris

Taking Soundings is a series of sound art works emerging from an investigation into landscape and navigation. The full paper describes the processes and results of research undertaken during a fellowship at the Academy of Media Arts (KMMW) in Cologne (2006), and is based on practical and historical research into coastal navigation techniques and the potential relationship to sound. By exploring the technologies of lighthouse and satellite navigation the work lays out some artistic strategies for mobile music composition by looking at physical motion, notation in maps charts and scores, spatialisation and orientation during navigation and its realisation in a sound installation, and the mapping of navigation data into sound.

The project stems from my previous mobile artwork in extreme locations for an absent or individual audience. The Sargasso Sea (1997) explored sounds and the psychological impact of a sailing journey away from land, navigating across the emptiness of the Bermuda Triangle. The Video-Walker (2002-3), a portable projector with sensors to control changes in video, played with the interface between real and projected image during the act of walking, as a powerful experience in hybrid reality.

The Taking Soundings installation and performance turn data from lighthouse signals and GPS into sound placed in space. The technical set-up consists of a handheld GPS receiver read continuously by Max/MSP+Jitter software. This converts the data into electronic sound, defines the spatialisation over sixteen speakers, and controls video playback. The paper describes different choices of sound spatialisation and data mapping to sound, and shows visual traces of GPS error from a fixed receiver. Experiments with the same set-up whilst driving in a car are described, which suggests the subsequent project Sun Run Sun and the Satellite Sounders (2008).
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Understanding the relations between sound, image and space through technologies of communication and navigation, has been the central focus of Yolande’s work over the last ten years. She explores the intermediary role of the score, both as practical and conceptual tool, and as an open imaginary situation for communication. Her Score Spaces project employs a spatial approach to composition and has resulted in numerous audio-visual performances and installations, including the Meta Orchestra, theoretical texts, such as Inside Out Instrument, and workshops for composers, sound artists, architects and designers. Her most recent works, Taking Soundings and Sun Run Sun, employ intuitive and scientific modes of knowing and join ancient and contemporary navigation and orientation technique from sextants to GPS, to explore our apparently changing relation to land and sea environments in the age of satellite and mobile technologies. Yolande has a degree in music from Dartington College of Arts and a Master of Philosophy from the University of Cambridge in architecture and the moving image. She has been resident researcher at the Jan van Eyck Academy in Maastricht, artistic fellow at the Academy of Media Arts Cologne and artist in residence at STEIM and the Netherlands Institute for Media Arts in Amsterdam. She has taught interaction design at the Technical University of Eindhoven, is guest lecturer at the Rietveld Academy Design Lab, and lectures on her work internationally. Her writings have been published in the Contemporary Music Review and Journal of Organised Sound.
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Egotone | generative ringtone engine.

Irad Lee

ABSTRACT

Egotone is a Generative Ringtone Engine software currently in development that is designed to generate interactive music compositions using mobile device data. Egotone transforms statistical data retrieved from a mobile device into digital sound and arranges it into a musical composition to be used as a ringtone.

The application is based on an algorithm that converts statistical information from a mobile device into musical parameters, resulting in an automatic generation of a custom-made, copyright-free, personalized ringtone with a unique musical form and sound.

The concept of Egotone is based on the assumption that similar people, as users of information storage devices, tend to share similar contents, in which interesting patterns of behaviors can be revealed, such as the mobile device’s owner identity and usage patterns. Egotone is able to give an audible representation of these relations, and to somewhat function as an audible mirror of the mobile device’s owner, a group of people, or a social cross-section.
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Irad Lee is a Tel Aviv born, Amsterdam-based cross-media designer working with mobile audio systems and experiential media design.
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Audio Bombing: Magnetic Cassette Tape Graffiti

Mike Fleming, Kang Chang, Kyle Millns

ABSTRACT

Audio Bombing is an alternative form of graffiti that uses magnetic audiotape as its medium. Drawing from hip-hop and graffiti culture, Audio Bombing starts with a basic cassette tape. Using a tape recorder, you can record any information you want onto a cassette (music, poems, philosophy, subversive literature, etc.). After recording you remove the tape and cut out the segments that you want to use. Then take your tape segments and go tag whatever you want (buildings, benches, posters, buses, etc.). Using the augmented-playhead spray can you can listen to the tags by running the playhead over the tape.

The intention of this project was to create a new form of underground expression from a medium that is falling out of use. Reinventing graffiti with cassette tapes which have a long history in hip-hop culture. It is open to anyone who has a cassette tape to “audiobomb”. It just takes recording what you want on cassette, cutting the tape up and then tagging it up. Manifesting audio samples into a physical and more visible form while allowing for manipulation of its playback echos some of the re-appropriation of funk or disco beats seen in productions by DJs in early Hip Hop. It does not require any skill in drawing or traditional graffiti and functions under the radar of most suspicious authorities.

Since this medium is less visually obtrusive, being only a thin black line, it has an undercover versatility which normal graffiti does not. Specifically allowing it to infiltrate spaces traditional graffiti cannot, such as office buildings, under tables, in elevators, coffee shops, schools, and tight spaces.

The need to physically run a playhead over the magnetic tape in order to hear the audio tag makes the scenario of reading someone’s tag mirror the act of setting that tag. This project questions the role of the reader when taking part in subversive communication. In reading an audiobomb tag the reader is put in the same position as a traditional graffiti writer instead of a traditional (passive) audience. The reader needs to actively engage with the content to receive the content of the tag.

BIO

Mike Fleming is based at the School of Art + Design at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA.
Kang Chang is based at the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA.
Kyle Millns is based at the Department of Computer Science at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA.

http://audiobombing.blogspot.com/
Mobile Music Creation using PDAs and Smartphones
Ashley Elsdon

Abstract
This paper reviews the current state of available mobile music creating application software for PDAs and smartphones. The paper explores developer’s motivations and thoughts on the future of mobile music, and the responses of a few users to questions about how they use mobile music technology, and draws conclusions regarding the future of mobile music making.

Palm Sounds (http://the-palm-sound.blogspot.com/) is a blog devoted to all forms of mobile music making and technology. This paper is the first attempt at understanding user and developer views and suggesting possible futures in the mobile music space. The field of mobile music making on PDAs and smartphones is still relatively small. There are only a handful of applications available in a market for PDA software that is comparatively very large. Although the desktop market for music software is huge the handheld market has never experienced the same level of interest. This paper explores some of the current issues.

Virtually all of the applications discussed in this paper have their root functionality in desktop origins. They are in effect a translation of desktop technologies into a handheld environment. However, if you take the emergence of applications like SynthPad and AxisPad as proof that there is a market for music that is unique to the handheld environment, then what does this naturally lead to? That handheld hardware technology got to the point where input devices can be used in new ways to enable the device to become much more of an instrument rather than just a translation of a desktop application? The iPhone’s sensor technology could lead to the use of sensors in music handheld music technology to provide a more directly manipulated and sensitive interface with the possibility of gesture control and recognition. It is perhaps a device of this nature which could extend the usage of mobile music technologies and encourage more users to explore the field.
An Interactive Musical Installation through Spatial Sensing

This paper describes a sound installation work supported by spatial sensing system with a Personal Area Network (PAN), which may be applicable for such areas as dance performances and mobile music. The introduction section surveys some of spatial technologies that track moving objects and identify these agents. The system design section describes the architecture that makes use of MAX/MSP application. The actual installation is supported by the system. When we consider emerging human behaviors in a new audiovisual space with PAN or WAN, it becomes important to consider the social contexts.

The "Sound Jewelry" installation, people with "senders" walked around the floor in a location system zone and they recognized the changes of sounds according to the relative distance between them. The actual "Sound Jewelry" turned out to be an environment that consists of two layers of sounds. In the foreground, "melodies" are dynamically generated by measuring the distances between the participants. In the background, ambient sounds are automatically generated using the distance data. When many people move in a 400 m² space, the sound changes become more complex. Sound complexity was used as part of the installation. Users recognized sound changes as they moved in real time in the space.

Takuya Yamauchi and Toru Iwatake
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Creative Uses of Virtual Sticky Notes in Art - A Critical Interrogation of The “Bio-tracking” Smart Phone Based Exhibition

Anna Dumitriu

ABSTRACT

Anna Dumitriu, lead Artist on the Bio-tracking project was introduced to the possibilities of using Socialight during a presentation at the 2006 Mobile Music Workshop. Socialight is a leading-edge smart phone software, which enables users to post and access location specific "virtual sticky notes" in the form of picture, sound or text files.

In September 2006 visitors to the International at Brighton Photo Biennal Fringe were invited to download Socialight and view "Bio-tracking" an exhibition of digital photographs, sound works and text messages at noted cultural locations around the city. Anna Dumitriu sampled and cultured microbes from the locations, revealing an incredible, unseen and sublime world to us through a series of enhanced digital micrographs. Luciana Hallett and Juliette Kac created a series of sound works in response to the images, scientific data and locations. Microbiologist Dr. John Paul wrote a series of text messages to describe the microbes scientifically.

The photographs images created a dialectic, fuelling the pure emotion of the sound responses and the scientific analytical texts. The philosopher Schopenhauer wrote about music’s ability to capture and express emotion “as an immediate objectification and copy of the whole self as the world itself”. By juxtaposing these responses the project sought to create a synthesis between art and science.

The use of GPS, in mapping the locations where the microbiological samples were taken, fuses the microscopic and the macroscopic, drawing a thread between satellites orbiting the earth and the bacteria at our feet.

‘Virtual sticky notes’ are a powerful means of disseminating sonic and visual artworks. The Bio-tracking exhibition is a demonstration of the creative uses of the medium and successfully engaged artistically, conceptually and philosophically with the technology.

Anna Dumitriu

Anna Dumitriu is part of the “Media Design Program” at the “Graduate School of Media and Governance” at Keio University SFC, Japan.

Takuya Yamauchi and Toru Iwatake
Extended Enviro-Guitar

Colin Black

ABSTRACT

In this paper, I explore the initial research and development regarding my mobile experimental 'Extended Enviro-Guitar' (EEG) instruments as a type of resonating acoustic profiling device. It also explores the possibilities of using multiple EEGs within site specific physically spatialised multi-instrument installations and the deconstruction of the abstract sonic terrain via emerging mobile technologies.
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Work In Progress Demonstration of Craving: A Spatial Audio Narrative

Bernhard Garnicnig, Gottfried Haider

ABSTRACT

While the auditory composition Craving (see also SPAT_ LAB PROJECTS) was specifically designed for Vienna DC, a site in the Austrian capital, the demonstration in Amsterdam provided a glimpse into the possibilities the technology offers to create audiovisual experiences by linking specific places with sound structured into space and time. Simple acoustic scenes were established in the workshop’s venue, a small park next to STEM and the Neuenmarkt around the Waag building. Sound fragments and structures specific to the production in Vienna were left out in favour of larger areas of atmospheric sound and brief temporally-structured voice scenes. It was the first public presentation at this stage in the life of the project and resulted in new insights into the perception and interpretation of the work by the workshop participants.
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Gottfried Haider, born 1985 in Vienna, is interested in urban sound scape theory and currently researching on the interdependencies of the algorithmic acquisition of space, (co)existent manipulation and numerology. He lives and works in Vienna and Rotterdam.
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robotcowboy: A Human-Computer Performance System

Dan Wilcox

ABSTRACT

This article presents the human-computer mobile performance project entitled "robotcowboy". robotcowboy consists of a "one-man band" wearable computer system dubbed "unit", composed of a mobile computer and various input devices such as midi controllers, game controllers, and environmental sensors.

robotcowboy is a performance project centered around using the power of the computer for active, mobile expression. The main goal of the project is mobility: performers can use the system as an instrument - an extension of themselves. They are free to roam the stage, the street, and the world performing computer-based music, becoming "more than an extra" to the machine. In the vein of Terre Thiriet making a laptop on stage, it is an attempt to challenge the nature of live computer music performance.

robotcowboy aims to be a human-computer performance system allowing the user to produce a dynamic audio-visual experience for the audience. There is a history of one-man band acts and performance troupes producing music in the course of the exhibitions, why not attempt to combine both using wearable computer technology?
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Dan Wilcox holds a B.S. in Computer Engineering from Iowa State University, USA and an M.S. Art & Technology from the IT University / Chalmers, Göteborg Sweden, where he also worked on the "Interactive Installations Course" and as Teaching Assistant. In October 2007 he did a 2 Week Artistic Residency at the Studio for Electro-Instrumental Music [STEM], Amsterdam, NL.
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3rd Mobile Music Workshop
Sound Moves, iPod Culture and Urban Experience

Michael Bull

In this lecture I present work on the social nature and meaning of iPod use. The material derives from a large scale international survey of users conducted in 2004. The iPod is used as a prism through which to understand the nature of the public world in which we live. Sound plays a central role in how the urban citizen becomes rooted in mobile urban space, of how they acquire their ‘being in the world’ through the creation of privatized sound atmospheres. iPod culture possesses its own processes of auditory gating and filtering that constitute the urban world that most of us inhabit. I argue that the role of sound based technologies require investigation in order for us to reach an understanding of how we come to share social space with others in urban culture.

IPod users appear to live in a world of mediated we-ness in which sound provides both the dreams and the chains for the urban subject. Mediated auroral proximity constitutes a state of ‘we-ness’ whereby ‘direct’ experience is either substituted or transformed by a mediated technological form of aural experience. A dialectical analysis of iPod use points to a deconstruction between the objective and the subjective moment of culture in which iPod users attempt to transcend the social precisely by immersing themselves in it. It is a world in which the auditory self of iPod culture pervades the world increasingly as inhabited acoustic space. Users both move to sound and are simultaneously composed by sound. Sound itself is normative, mediating and reflecting the cultural predications of the listener who’s ‘gates’ experience. The manner of this auditory screening is not merely dependent upon the values of the subject, but also upon the technologies themselves. Not only do we get the technologies that we deserve, we also get the ones we desire, we deserve, we also get the ones we desire.
Socialight

Michael Sharon

Socialight is a content platform that lets any publisher or person create and discover media and information placed in physical locations such as schools, shops, and parks around the world. Anyone can find the content, whether on their mobile phone when ready or by browsing a map on the web. With Socialight, we’ve created an entirely new media channel that’s place-based.

The Sticky Note

The basic building block of Socialight is the Sticky Note—similar to a yellow Post-it note that you find at the office, except that it can contain text, images, audio and even video! Sticky Notes can be stuck to any location in the world and you can choose who can see yours.

Socialight Mobile

The best part about Socialight is using it on your cell phone. This lets you discover all kinds of things that are actually near to you! You can also make comments and rate the things you find as well as stick your own notes. We can also notify you about the things that interest you so you never walk past something cool again!

What you see is relevant to:
* where you are
* who your friends are
* the channels you subscribe to

It’s like having a guidebook written by your friends and the people you trust. You can also rate, tag and leave comments on the things you find. You never get SPAM because we only notify you about the things you want. You can set your notification preferences here.

We provide a WAP version that works on almost every phone as well as a JAVA version that works on certain handsets and has cool features like GPS integration and a ticker interface.

Socialight Online

You can explore Socialight with nice big maps and broadband just as not possible on mobile phones. So we encourage you to look around, join some channels, make friends and create some Sticky Notes! Then check your mobile preferences are set up correctly and start enjoying the same great stuff on your phone!

BIO

Michael is a media artist, writer and programmer whose work runs the gamut from mobile social software to gestural music interfaces to big games and everything in between. He is the co-founder and CTO of Socialight, a New York-based company developing social media tools for mobile devices. He is an Adjunct Assistant Professor at Columbia University’s GSAPP co-teaching a class in Big Urban Games. He is an Adjunct Professor at New York University’s Interactive Telecommunications Program, teaching a class called Mobile Application Design.

IMPROMoVe

Richard Widenberg, Zeenath Hasan

ABSTRACT

(see also p. 40)

The everyday sounds that we experience are produced outside of our own volition. The capacity to capture sounds, however, was not possible till the invention of electro-magnetic recording devices in the early twentieth century. Since then, the separation of sound from its source, and the capability to play it back, has made it possible to listen to sounds outside of its original context. The mobile phone is also a medium through which sounds are heard outside of their original context. However, the normative definition of the mobile phone as a medium for communication has restricted its potential as a medium for sounds that exist outside of the immediate tele-communication. IMPROMoVe is a design and research project that explores the potential of the mobile phone as a medium of communication beyond its currently dominant role as a transmitter of sounds. The project proposes the design of the mobile phone as a medium for the exchange of everyday sounds within communities and across socio-cultural contexts by mobilizing the potential of the mobile phone as a tool for the production of everyday sounds. To listen carefully to the environment is something we want to emphasize in our design. We believe that when the possibility to record and work creatively with the sonic environment exists, then a higher awareness of our environment is achieved. Needless to say, the playback of the recorded sonic environment is only a representation of it. But to work consciously with this representation is what, we believe, heightens our awareness of our sonic environment.

http://www.mind.net/improve/
Sequencer404

David Jimison, Travis Thatcher

ABSTRACT

Sequencer404 is a mobile phone software application that enables multiple users to participate in music generation. Users engage in the orchestration of a 16-step 4-measure continual composition, similar to those found in older synthesis/sequencing systems, such as Roland’s TR-808. Up to four users select instruments (percussion, piano, orchestral hit, etc.) which determine the samples available. Connections between phones are made either via central server, or, in 2 person mode, through Bluetooth.

Once connections are established, users trigger sound samples by pressing the numeric key pad on their phone. Keys ‘1’-’9’ trigger either notes in the Cm scale, or different timber percussion. Users replace existing notes, or erase them by pressing the ‘0’ key. Pressing the ‘*’ and ‘#’ keys toggle octaves in the instrumentation.

Key presses are registered by the central server, which combines the data into a notational structure containing all users’ music, which in turn, is read by each mobile device. This structure enables individual users to be out of sequence with each other, while facilitating a near real-time collaboration. Every 16 steps, the new notational structure is loaded from the server, and used to trigger the appropriate sounds on the phone. New notes are added upon their event to the server notation, enabling them to be heard by other users during the next measure.

As a repetitive musical structure, users can anticipate the variations from the other users.
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CellPhonia: In The News

Steve Bull, Scot Gresham-Lancaster & Tim Perkis

ABSTRACT

CellPhonia: In The News is an open source cell phone karaoke opera with a mixed final performance delivered to the participant as a podcast and online as a web-based mp3. The ever-changing current state of the opera will be continuously available as an online stream-cast.

CellPhonia: In The News is an open source location-based karaoke cell phone opera that uses a librettto generated from RSS news feeds. The music is both pre-composed and algorithmically generated by news feeds. The full opera is comprised of many callers’ voices mixed with audio enhancement tools and delivered by continuous Internet audio stream-cast. The fresh addition of new caller voices and evolving music creates a never-repeating streaming MP3 opera. Individual songs from the opera are available as mp3 files that can be downloaded or retrieved as a podcast. With Cellphonia, a potential worldwide group of users is provided with a means of unique social interaction that refers to centuries old tradition, opera, in a new context that leverages the broadening wireless technological base in a simple, familiar, and accessible manner. Cellphonia, the artist is both coder and composer, while the caller is both performer and audience.

http://cellphonia.al.net/MMI/
http://cellphonia.al.net/fan/
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China Gates
(A Digital Art Weeks Mobile Music Project)

Art Clay

ABSTRACT

The work China Gates is technically based on possibilities of synchronizing a group of performers using the clock pulse emitted from GPS satellites. Aesthetically, China Gates is rooted in works for open public space and belongs to a genre of works, which celebrate the use of innovative mobile technologies to exploit public space and public audience. The performance takes place in a limited city area such as a city square, a park and open courtyard.

A series of tuned gongs is used. The number of gongs is greater than the number of performers participating. Tuned to an Eastern musical scale, these gongs give the piece a touch of the orient on the horizontal, melodic side and a western type dissonance on the vertical, chord structure side. The gongs are circulated amongst the players by an exchange process so that an on going change in harmonies can be achieved.

Each of the players wanders through the performance space freely. A custom built GPS interface on the wrist registers the player’s position and determines to geographical coordinates when to play the gong. By using a delay between the satellite clock pulse and the LED that indicates when to strike the gong, a hamsalodic effect is obtained as the players gradually shift from a chordal to a melodic structure dependent on geographical coordinates. In general, each player tries to move when another is not, so that a “choreographic counterpoint” results that allow for a rhythmic-melodic coloring caused by the vertical to horizontal unfolding of the struck gong chord. The performance ends for each player at the return to the start point. The interface therefore acts as a “conductor”, indicating when the gongs are to be hit and how the music as a whole should sound in the end.
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Tactical Sound Garden (TSG) Toolkit

Mark Shepard

ABSTRACT

The Tactical Sound Garden (TSG) Toolkit is an open source software platform for cultivating public "sound gardens" within contemporary cities. It draws on the culture of urban community gardening to post an infrastructure for new spatial practices for social interaction within technologically mediated environments. Addressing the impact of mobile audio devices like the iPod, the project examines gradations of privacy and publicity within contemporary public space.

The Toolkit enables anyone living within dense 802.11 wireless (WiFi) "hot zones" to install a "sound garden" for public use. Using a WiFi enabled mobile device (PDA, laptop, mobile phone), participants "plant" sounds within a positional audio environment. These plantings are mapped onto the coordinates of a physical location by a 3D audio engine common to gaming environments - overlaying a publicly constructed soundscape onto a specific urban place. Wearing headphones connected to a WiFi enabled device, participants drift through virtual sound gardens as they move throughout the city.

The Toolkit is a parasitic technology. It feeds on the propagation of WiFi access points in dense urban environments as a free, ready-made, locative infrastructure for cultivating community sound gardens in contemporary public space. Access points producing the WiFi signals used to determine the location of a participant may be open or encrypted, and need not be "owned" by those deploying the TSG system. As the hardware component of the infrastructure is tied to the propagation of WiFi networks, the extent of the gardens is cast in a parasitical relationship to that of a specific wireless protocol. Where the presence of access nodes is minimal, gardens consist of plantings along a sidewalk. Where a local density of nodes exist, gardens potentially take the scale of a neighborhood. In cities where wireless networks are ubiquitous, gardens extend throughout the entire city.
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Composing the soundscape: Re-engaging with place

Anthony Phillips

ABSTRACT

How does sound shape the everyday experience of our environment? Before audio technology and the now ubiquitous use of mobile devices that incorporate sound our natural or acoustic soundscape provided us with meaningful interaction. Sounds held both personal and collective meanings, articulating a sense of community, place and aesthetic value to the individual. Acoustic ecology has shown how soundscapes have changed over time, from the well-defined acoustic profiles of the rural environment to the mechanical and media rich environments of the modern day city. In the city significant sounds are increasingly hidden in a homogeneous soundscape of mediated sound and urban noise in which meaningful interaction with the auditory environment is replaced by a ‘tuning out’. Mobile audio technologies further perpetuate the sense of detachment through the creation of multiple spaces both virtual and physical that the user has to occupy and negotiate. These technologies encourage a type of distracted listening that I refer to as ‘mobile mediated listening’. Drawing on 20th century compositional practices and in particular soundscape composition and acousmatic music my research extends existing work on meaning and representation in musical composition. Within auditory design there has been a preoccupation with ‘sound as information’ rather than sound as ‘an aesthetic experience’. Music provides an alternative in which aesthetic response determines the personal significance of our experience. Going forward in my research two questions are key: what affect do different types of sound have on the significance of our experience and is it possible to categorise aesthetic response based on different types of sound? The latter question raises an issue that I would like to discuss at the workshop i.e. methods of measuring aesthetic response to sound in contexts that are both transitional and public.

Bluetuna

Arianna Bassoli

ABSTRACT

Bluetuna is an application running on Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones that allows users to share information about their favourite music with others nearby. With Bluetuna people first create a list of favourite artists or songs, which can be done manually or automatically based on the MP3s already uploaded on their mobile phone. Then they are able to see who else in proximity has similar taste in music. This can automatically be repeated periodically if users pre-select a keyword search list, or custom searches can be made at any time a user likes. When a user encounters someone with similar taste they are able to exchange messages with each other over Bluetooth. Further, Bluetuna is integrated with Last.fm, allowing users to automatically download their Last.fm profile to the Bluetuna system, and obtain additional music recommendations. To further enrich the Bluetuna experience, people can interact with each other through their mobile phones while sitting in cafes by accessing Bluetuna hotspots which provide a wider range of music sharing options. With Bluetuna we have investigated the opportunity to create a lightweight application for existing and commonly used technologies (e.g. mobile phones and Bluetooth) able to provide an awareness of the surrounding population and a fun way to get music recommendations.
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Arianna Bassoli holds an MSc in Communication Sciences from the University of Siena, Italy, where she specialised in mass media. She then worked as a research fellow at Media Lab Europe for three years, mainly focusing on the application side of mobile peer-to-peer and ad-hoc networks. She is currently a PhD candidate at the London School of Economics and Political Science, UK, in the Department of Information Systems and Innovation Group. She is interested in interaction design, urban computing, and the design of mobile proximity-based applications, technologies that support communication and data sharing among co-located people. Arianna is also a research assistant at the LSE, working on the EU-funded project BIONETS, which looks into the future of wireless networks.

http://www.karmanet-design.com/
SonicPulse – exploring a shared music space

Akseli Anttila

ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a design for a social music application for mobile devices. The design allows users to passively monitor a shared music space, or actively look for other users of the system. The user can furthermore engage in shared music use. The proposed design can be used to investigate the question of user willingness to engage in playful music sharing, and methods which allow both local and remote experience sharing.

In this paper we present a design for a social music application for mobile devices. The design allows users to passively monitor a shared music space, or actively look for other users of the system. The user can furthermore engage in shared music use. The proposed design can be used to investigate the question of user willingness to engage in playful music sharing, and methods which allow both local and remote experience sharing.

In active scanning the user can send out a ping, a personal audio snippet. The ping is reflected from other users as an echo, a sound describing the nature of the discovered user. The users can send specific music files or distinct sounds to others, denoting e.g. a willingness to start a shared session. Thus abstract dialogue can lead to musical sharing, colistening and taking turns as DJ:s. The proposed system and the results of a field evaluation will provide insight to the value of a musical communication system in a mobile context. The main research questions concern the musical and social aspects of the design. A third question concerns the feasibility of the design for prototyping and implementation.
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Akseli Anttila is a doctoral student (music meets mediated communication) and a designer at Nokia, working mostly with media applications. He works at the Nokia Research Centre in Finland. He started at UAH film department (cinematography), moved to pre-medialab (MIID animation and CG), and holds a MA from Media Lab Helsinki (online communities).

Minimal Attention Navigation via Adapted Music

Rachael Hunt, Mark Apperley, Sally Jo Cunningham, Bill Rogers & Matt Jones

ABSTRACT

Navigating using subtle cues from the audio track you are listening to may make your journey as enjoyable as the destination. In this project, we are investigating enjoyable ways of providing pedestrians with navigation support, specifically by allowing them to navigate to music.

Many of the navigation aides available to pedestrians require their full attention; for example, to use a map you must stop and study it closely, reducing engagement with the surroundings. Walking with a guide is much better — you pay almost no attention to the task of navigation, but are still directed to your destination. Audio-based interfaces have some of these advantages; specifically, they leave the visual sense unimpaired.

Current work focuses on further investigating minimal attention audio user interfaces. There are a range of alternatives for adapting music. How much alteration (of favored music) will listeners allow? Does the type of navigation cue affect the user’s mental load? Will this type of subtle navigation system be as effective as other more traditional navigation aides? What type of direction do users prefer, and which is the most efficient? Do the user’s objectives alter the style of guidance that they require?

An initial experiment was carried out to measure the cognitive burden of different cue types. We compared speech cues, audio icons, and adapted stereo against walking with a friend. Users listened to a spoken audio track while navigating, engaging them and leaving navigation as a secondary (low attention) activity. Cognitive burden was measured by evaluating users’ memory of the audio track, and through questionnaires. The next step is to further investigate adapted music navigation cues. When listening to a music track of choice, what types of cues are noticeable, and do they affect the listening experience?
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Rachael Hunt works at the HCI Group at the University of Waikato, New Zealand. Rachael is investigating low cognitive weight navigation systems. Specifically, she is examining how auditory changes in music may be used to guide both tourists and locals to places of particular interest. The two main goals of this research are assessing whether music can be used for navigation, and whether this is a lightweight, fun way to navigate.
Music Mood Wheel – Ear-based Interfaces for Mobile Music Devices
Andrea Andric, Pierre-Louis Xech

ABSTRACT
When we browse our music collection on any mobile device, we actually move inside a tree of textual options that refer to the musical metadata. We search music by title, author, genre, artist, year, etc. But what if we cannot recall the name of the song that exactly matches that particular melancholic mood we are in today? What if, additionally, we have wrong or incomplete metadata, which happens often in private music collections? With thousands of songs on our iPod or iPhone, music search becomes a real challenge. In addition, many everyday situations in which mobile music devices are used, for example driving a car or working out, do not permit wasting too much time and attention on choosing music.

In our approach, we shift from the “tree of options” paradigm to a “search by ear” browsing experience, inspired by the frequency wheel on old-fashioned radios. A series of prototypes, based on many low-level features automatically extracted from the audio, was implemented and tested outdoors with a group of 40 participants. The interfaces performed well compared to two “off the shelf” references: Apple iPod and Samsung Portable Media Center.

Our first prototype was without display and the song selection was controlled by a trackball. The final prototype was developed on Windows Mobile 5.0 powered smartphone, and exhibited a 2D map of songs.

In the workshop we exposed the lessons learned from our first experimental study and confronted our “search by ear only” design pattern with related research issues with other participant experiences and contributions.

The Music Mood Wheel project evolved from mid 2005 until the end of 2006. It was a collaboration project between the State University of Milan, Computer Science and Communications department, and Microsoft Research Cambridge, External Research Office, Intelligent Environments Group.
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From calling a cloud to finding the missing track: Artistic approaches to mobile music

Frauke Behrendt

ABSTRACT

This paper is challenging the common understanding of mobile music as ‘ringtones and i-pods’ by analyzing artistic approaches to it and by offering new categories to contextualize these projects in a move towards a taxonomy of mobile music. Eight artworks from the rapidly expanding field of Mobile Art will be described and set into context. Most projects do not label themselves as mobile music, but analyzing these artworks as mobile music provides a fruitful context for discussing these works: “Sky Ear”, “Track-It-Trackers”, “Bub. Space”, “Telarones”, “Schminkys”, “Simplest”, “Surface patterns” and “Urban tapestries” illustrate the variety of sounds in mobile music: spoken text messages, missing tracks that need to be identified on a mobile platform, the crackers and whistles of the electromagnetic sphere, knocking sounds ‘attached’ to surveillance cameras, other peoples’ favourite songs fixed to a specific urban place – and on the far other end of possibilities: silence produced by a radiation-proof box or by jamming phone signals in close proximity. The analysed artworks are presented in two categories: The first part of this paper focuses on the social context of mobile music exploring new forms of audience participation and collaborative mobile music. In the second part the focus shifts to the technological context of mobile music by “Listening to the invisible”. Overall, the artist offer a new and unexpected view of the urban space where people’s movements and the collaborative soundtrack they choose or produce for their urban journey represent the city in as much as physical buildings or the grid of the streets. Analyzing these examples by focusing on the relationship of geographical, social and technological context of mobility might prove a helpful framework for understanding the artworks, a first move towards a taxonomy of mobile music and art.
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Mobile User-Interface For Music

Takuya Yamach, Toru Iwatake

ABSTRACT

The present study considers the interface design for mobile music and graphic content in ubiquitous space. Herein, we present a mobile user interface system for music and visual collaboration in a personal area network (PAN). The system, which is connected to a local area network (LAN; IEEE802.11b), is composed of an agent on a mobile device controller (PDA), a sound engine, and a graphical language environment. We considered the mobile agent that processes the context awareness in media art and game development. The prototype system “Sound Pad” demonstrated here is a musical instrument and the graphical controller of a mobile user interface.

Ubiquitous space consists of numerous micro machines and host computers that are connected by sensors and other devices to electric household appliances and wearable computers. The ubiquitous space in a PAN contains context information from other agents. Thus, the user interface of this context data must present information without confusing the user. A considerable number of papers have been published regarding this technology. “SoundPad” is a handheld controller for producing score files and graphical content. The user is able to move through ubiquitous space while controlling the Sound Pad and enjoying the artwork made by media artists.

We propose here the Sound Pad mobile device user interface as a mobile device (PDA) interface, a sound module, and a virtual interface. The Sound Pad user is able to manipulate sounds using the sound engine (Pure Data) as well as the visual content of the graphical language (Processing) and use sound composers and graphic designers in ubiquitous space.

Composers and artists are able to produce sound designs by creating score files in Pure Data. Interface designers can also develop new user interfaces using this mobile interface. In addition, graphic designers can produce graphic content in Processing. The system enables the collaboration of these contents and makes it possible to design context for networked sensors and agents in ubiquitous space.
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Solarcoustics: Connect

Morgan Barnard

ABSTRACT

Solarcoustics CONNECT is a solar-powered personal electronic device. CONNECT maps light energy to audio oscillations using a solar panel and basic audio circuitry. CONNECT is responsive to light either from the sun, or artificial light sources. By utilizing photovoltaic energy, CONNECT needs no batteries to operate. It harvests and stores light energy from the environment and converts the energy to audio oscillations. By using a large capacitor to store light energy as electricity, CONNECT can be charged over time store the harvested energy.

The user of Solarcoustics CONNECT can create changes in the audio oscillations by altering the position of the solar panel to the sun, or by using their hands to control the amount of light hitting the solar panel. As the amount of light on the panel changes, the corresponding audio oscillations change in real time. The amount of light is in a proportional relationship to the voltage being generated, as more voltage is applied to the circuit the oscillations reduce in frequency. This process of manipulation the amount of light hitting the panel creates a gestural mode of sonic exploration. Rhythm and change in pitch can be controlled in performing repetitive movements with CONNECT in and out of light and shadow. By connecting several devices together, analog collaborative networked audio environments are created. CONNECT gives the user a new awareness of their surroundings and allows them to “jam” with their environment.
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Envisioning Post iPodalyptic Mobile Music

William Carter and Leslie S. Liu

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a course of research investigating the potential for new types of music made possible by location tracking and wireless technologies. Listeners walk around downtown Culver City, California and explore a new type of musical album by mixing together songs and stories based on their movement. By using mobile devices as an interface, we can create new types of musical experiences that allow listeners to take a more interactive approach to an album.

Location33 is an example of one new type of musical system that is made possible through the development of mobile technology. By using tracking systems and wireless technology, the idea of what constitutes a music album can be fundamentally altered and made more consistent with the developing acceptance of the consumer as an active player in the creative production cycle. By using movement and interactivity as a means for navigation through a collection of songs, Location33 tries to reinvent the traditional musical album and make it a more interactive experience. In addition, the project explores the potential for a new type of recorded music that is authored not only for a consumer’s CD player, but also for a physical space. By bringing people together in a space to listen to music, the idea of the album also becomes more social. The player becomes not only a part of the musical world of Location33, but also the community of players who are listening to the album in the space. Ultimately, Location33 is still recorded music, and therefore the creation process for the player diverges from the real-time compositional quality of research projects such as Sonic City where users develop literally new music as they interact with an environment. However, Location33 approaches the idea of music production from the emerging sampling and DJ culture, respecting the idea that assembling discrete musical fragments can produce novel and engaging music.
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FIGURES

1 – Narrator Nodes in Space
2 – The GPS PDA Explorer
3 – The Map
4 – a Mobile Code Embedded in Physical space
5 – A Web Checklist for mp3 Artifacts
6 – A Song Authoring Map
7 – PDA Explorer Components
1ST MOBILE MUSIC WORKSHOP
At the Mobile Music Workshop I have presented a series of projects exploring the theme of mobile music sharing. The first project, turnA, is an application that allows users to share their music locally through handheld devices. Users can “tune in” to other nearby turnA music players and experience, simultaneously, what other people are listening to. Developed on PDAs and connected via WiFi in ad-hoc mode, the application displays a list of people in proximity who are using turnA, gives access to their profiles and playlist information, and enables synchronized peer-to-peer audio streaming. The second project, an extension of this previous work, BluetoothA, is an application for Bluetooth enabled mobile phones that allows users to connect to other BluetoothA users in range and share music recommendations. With this application, we sought to use technologies that already have a mass penetration (Bluetooth enabled mobile phones) to develop a lightweight version of turnA, able to make users aware of the musical interests of people nearby and to thereby foster a subtle form of proximal social interaction. The third project, underround, is an example of situated design, attempting to address three different aspects of life in the London Underground: situated understanding of the space, localized interpersonal interactions, and emergent large-scale flows which people constitute and participate in. In order to achieve a unique way by which people can use music to interact with one another and the space around them, underround uses three distinct but deeply interrelated technologically-physical pieces, Bluetooth transfer points located in each Underground station to be used for uploading and downloading music in the undersound network, while Bluetooth enabled mobile phones are meant to be used for storing, playing and exchanging of music and finally situated visualizations providing a station-specific overview of activity within the undersound network are to be located at each station.

**BIO**

Anriana Bassoli holds an MSc in Communication Sciences from the University of Siena, Italy, where she specialized in mass media. She then worked as a research fellow at Media Lab Europe for three years, mainly focusing on the application side of mobile peer-to-peer and ad-hoc networks. She is currently a PhD candidate at the London School of Economics and Political Science, UK, in the Department of Information Systems and Innovation Group. She is interested in interaction design, urban computing, and the design of mobile proximity-based applications, technologies that support communication and data sharing among co-located people. Anriana is also a research assistant at the LSE, working on the Eloi-funded project BIONET, which looks into the future of wireless networks.

**Wallman Busting**

Gideon D’Arcangelo

**ABSTRACT**

“Wallman Busting” is a radio documentary series created by Gideon D’Arcangelo. The idea of the program is to puncture the private bubble of the personal listening device and engage listeners in a social interaction. Interviews are conducted with people who respond to the question “Can I listen to what you are listening to?”

A surprisingly high percentage of people asked agree to be interviewed. Music is essentially social, and when we listen to music, even in headphones, it seems we are predisposed to social interaction. For millennia, music has been by its nature a communal experience, a way of bringing people together in a shared moment. The advent of portable private listening devices has interrupted the communal function of music and ways we are just beginning to comprehend. Wallman Busting re-wires the social function of music—hoping to make it two-way again.

The portable listening device enables people of diverse cultural backgrounds to coexist in tight quarters. Modern people go about in public, each tuned into their own cultural frequency, each connecting to a group in another place. They share the same space but are not really being in the same space together. Wallman Busting uncovers the cultural expectations that are hidden beneath the surface in the headphones and earbuds of the listening public. The CD played at the first MIMM contained the following four sample episodes:

1) **AIRDATE**: November 23, 2002 - Union Square, New York City

   These busts include a man deeply involved in his “Disney Greatest Hits” compilation who is especially adept at interpreting the lyrics from “The Little Mermaid.” Another self-described “dinosaur” relates to the idea of Bing Crosby and the Andrews Sisters. He calls Rosemary Clooney's “Mambo Italiano” rock and roll. Lastly, a man into Tony, Toney, Tonio and Earth, Wind and Fire reminisces about the days when the city streets were filled with the sounds of boomboxes.

2) **AIRDATE**: February 22, 2003 - Metro-North Hudson River commuter train

   Bouts on the include Sister with her nephew and niece, who were returning from Sing-Sing Prison where they visited Sister's son-in-law. She is listening to Bob Marley’s “Keep it Real” U-P. Also, Elijah, a college radio DJ listening to “emo” punk, who talks tales of the mob p.r. Finally, a man who has just unleashed his JBL LP collection from its slumber and transferred it to his MP3 player contends with all the memories.

3) **AIRDATE**: October 4, 2003 - Union Square, New York City

   In this episode, we first encounter a young woman listening to the one-stringed banjolele of capoeira music. She is an avid practitioner of the Brazilian martial art dance. Fifty feet away, we meet a couple of rockie girls in high school who complain about the “weird, out-like music” of the Brazilian capoeira. They review Kim and System of a Down. We also hear from a bonafide groupie of Frank Zappa, who introduced him to the found sound of John Cage and Edgar Varese while in a dressing room on the road.

4) **AIRDATE**: January 9, 2004 - Union Square, New York City

   These busts include some goth-rave kids still out from the night before, still in party gear. Morgana interprets the tough and bleak lyrics of R&B singer Jo, while the ever-ubiquitous “Seventeen” hips us to some harsh underground music that hasn’t “surfaced” yet. Fifty feet away from this scene, a jazz musician born in the same month and city as aboot Stan Getz pays tribute to his household god.
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SONIC CITY

Lalya Gaye

ABSTRACT

Nocturnal dub ambiances, pollution as echo chambers, drumming traffic noises, singing street lights… Scratching tramway bells by approaching walls, grabbing metallic raking as guitar strings, turning corners towards a chorus… With Sonic City, the urban environment became a musical interface. At the crossroad between urban exploration and experimental music making, Sonic City enabled its user to create live electronic music by simply walking through a city and interacting with their everyday urban environments. Sonic City was a wearable system that gathered sensor-based information about the user’s actions and her environment, and mapped it to the sound processing of live urban sounds collected by a microphone. The resulting music was output through headphones in real time and in context, as you were walking, which created a tight link between the user and the city, and emphasised their interplay.

Sonic City was tested by a variety of people in their own everyday environments. When wearing this system, they engaged into a musical duet with the city: urban atmospheres, random encounters and everyday activities all participated in creating new live music. Sonic City turned paths into musical compositions and mobility through the shifting texts of the city into a large-scale musical gesture. By presenting this project, this talk showed how mobile and ubiquitous computing can enable the emergence of new forms of music that interface with everyday settings and practices. It meant to illustrate the potential and opportunities of mobile music making, in terms of creative act embedded in the everyday.

The Sonic City project was realised in 2003-04, as a collaboration between the Victoria Institute and the Interactive Institute. More information are available at http://www.viktoria.se/fal/projects/soniccity/
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T3Garden: Wearable Instruments, Embodied Interaction and Augmented Physicality

Chris Salter, Joel Ryan

**ABSTRACT**

We report on work done for T3Garden, an experimental responsive media environment where small groups of participants from the general public can control and play with real time generated sound and image through improvised movement and gesture. Development of Phantos of the project took place during 2000-2001 with support from the Daniel Langlois Foundation and was shown as a work in progress at the Ars Electronica Festival and at V2/Las Palmas in Rotterdam for the European Cultural Capital of the Year in the fall of 2001. The focus of this presentation lies on issues arising in the process of designing a physically responsive mobile musical system activated by the motion and gestures of non-experts, where no predetermined, a priori representation of gesture can be said to exist. While so-called “audience participation” installations are beginning to take these issues into account, there has still been little work to date, at either the conceptual or technical-implementation levels on how to build a responsive system that is physically engaging and learnable within a short period of time while being musically rich and coherent for the casual, non-expert participant.

While literature in the field of gesture-activated musical interaction is well established and, most of this work has focused on systems designed for trained and expert performers, dancers and musicians, where issues of musical (and movement) nuance, control and expression are assumed from the start. Furthermore, much of this literature assumes traditional performer/interpreter relationships, where the behavior of an interactive system is experienced passively by a viewer/listener at a distance. The work described from T3Garden focuses less on the specifics of the hardware and software layers in but rather suggests a novel approach to the total design of a responsive musical system. This system is architected to create a coherent and felt resonance between multiple layers: a participant’s improvised movement, sensor input, software and the resulting musical response.
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Joel Ryan was spawned in the first generation of computer music hackers in San Francisco’s silicon valley. Joel Ryan is a composer who has long championed the idea of performance-based electronic music. Drawing on his scientific background, he pioneered the application of digital signal processing to acoustic instruments. At STEIM in Amsterdam since 1994, he has collaborated extensively with artists and musicians including Evan Parker, William Forsyth, George Leake, Steina Vasulka and Jerry Hunt. Formerly a Research Associate in physics at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories of the University of California, he has taught philosophy, physics, and mathematics. He is a researcher at STEIM in Amsterdam, tours with the Frankfurt Ballet and is Docent in Sonology at the Royal Conservatory in The Hague. He has performed at the Theater Chatellet in Paris, the Concertgebau Amsterdam, the Pit Inn in Tokyo, Brooklyn Academy of Music and The Kitchen in New York. Recent work includes a series of duets with Evan Parker, Frances Marie Uitti and Joelle Leandre, EIDOS/TELOS, with William Forsyth and Roberto Zucchi with the Royal Shakespeare Company. Other works include Or Av: The Number Readers, Hat Moon Joy, and The Effect of Noise on the Sleep of Children.
Malleable Mobile Music

Atsu Tanaka

ABSTRACT

Malleable Mobile Music takes mobility as input to an audio remix engine enabling listeners to experience familiar music in new ways. This transforms music from a fixed entertainment medium into a malleable content form that enables shared experiences.

A group of listeners distributed about town listen collectively to well known pop song by Björk. Each listener selects a part in the music to be his musical avatar. One person might become the drums, another the synth, another the voice of Björk. Location data drive a continuing, evolving live remix – as people become closer, their parts are heard more clearly. This creates a social re-mix.

Users interact with the music through subconscious actions. Rather asking the consumer to become creator, the act of listening is captured by a responsive system. A sensor subsystem on the mobile terminal captures the user’s reaction while listening. This includes intensity of gripping the device, as well as tapping a rhythm in time with the music. A localisation algorithm simulates geographic data as the listeners move about in urban space. These two types of data, personal bodily gesture and community geographic distribution, drive the evolution of a familiar song.

The music engine takes data from the listener group and creates a single live audio stream. Time domain re-sequencing allows structural reorganisation of the music from the high level of song form to the low level of rhythm and melody. Frequency domain signal processing allows time stretching at pitch, allowing the song tempo to follow the tempo of stepped rhythm. The source is a familiar hit song, that is no longer a fixed length and structure, but can be moulded to fit the length of a train ride, or can be shaped to respond to the movement of friends about town.

Sound Pryer: truly mobile joint music listening

Mattias Östergren, Öskar Juhlin

ABSTRACT

Following the widespread adoption of music media sharing applications for the Internet a growing number of research projects have explored sharing in a mobile context. Insofar these projects have mostly addressed face-to-face co-presence situations. The Sound Pryer prototype, on the other hand, is designed to provide joint music listening experiences among drivers in traffic. Through field trials with a prototype application we have learned the importance of including awareness information but not necessarily distributing complete music media content in order to provide meaningful experiences.

In the Sound Pryer project we set out to explore truly mobile activities and the impact it has on design of music sharing applications. In essence Sound Pryer provides joint listening experiences in traffic encounters. It works like a shared car stereo, you can hear your own music, but also overhear what other people currently play as long as they stay within proximity. Sound Pryer also gives a shallow graphical impression of other users. It is not obvious that joint music listening while driving is believable or even possible technically. However, we show through restricted field trials with 13 users that it is both double and enjoyable. Particularly, although only hearing snippets of music, users were amused when they could interpret the awareness information and determine from where the music was coming. Thus, we argue that mobile music sharing applications should be designed to reflect the social context and particularly illustrate awareness of other co-present users and be less focused on distributing music media files in their whole.

The sound pryer prototype, on the other hand, mainly addressed face-to-face co-presence situations. Insofar these projects have explored sharing applications for the Internet a growing number of research projects have explored sharing of content but not necessarily distributing complete music media content. Sharing snippets of content in conjunction with awareness of co-located users is and enjoyable experience in its own right.
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Mobile phone music. 
Sound Art and ‘mobile devices’

Frauke Behrendt

ABSTRACT

There has been quite a lot of research on the mobile phone recently but the visual paradigm has been all dominant once again; there has been no sound-based research. Which sound-based effect does this device have on daily life, on the urban soundscape, the personal auditory lifestyle? And how do artists and musicians use this new medium in their works of sound art?

For a research project in 2002/2003, I found more than 100 artistic projects using the mobile phone – but only about a tenth of these projects worked with sound or music. From these, I chose four examples for a more detailed analysis: “Dialtones: A Telesymphony” by Golan Levin, “Wählt die Signale!” (“Dial the Signals”, 2003) by the artist group Ligna, “Kadom” by Wagenaar (2002), “Text FM” (2001) by Fuller and Hardwood, and “Nanoloop i-mode” (2000) by Wittchow. I focus on the sound of each project, and also ask which social changes within society are reflected in the pieces. With the increasing popularity of the mobile phone, private conversations (calls) are more and more made in a public environment, for example. This indicates the blurring of the boundaries between public and private spheres. Levin’s “Telesymphony” plays with this social change, as private ringtones are orchestrated in a public concert hall. In addition to the social change, I also discuss the technology of the mobile phone itself, with its four key features: it is mobile, always switched on, potentially always connected and digital. The spreading of the mobile phone changes the production and distribution of music, from the desktop to the streets. Finally, mobile phone music is discussed as Sound Art, by looking at aspects such as intermediality, interactivity and space, considering how mobile phone music is linking and superimposing real and virtual spaces in new ways.
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The Intelligent Street

Henrik Lörstad, Mark d’Inverno, John Eacott

ABSTRACT

The Intelligent Street is a music installation that is able to respond intelligently to the collective requests of users interacting together. The performance it creates is largely influenced by the collective set of text commands from users’ mobile phones. In this way, users in shared environments, subjugated for so long to uncontrollable and often undesired ‘muzak’, can now directly influence their sonic environment and collectively create the aural soundscape that they desire. We see our project as enabling inhabitants of any given space from passive consumers to active creators, and anticipate it has significant commercial, social and educational potential.

The use of music, or musak, in public places is extremely common. However, the individual within that space has no control over the performance of that music, and it can often become intrusive and unwelcome. In our work we are interested in building interactive and responsive sound installations, where the performance results directly from the interaction of the users within a given space. This project, known as the Intelligent Street, has been developed collaboratively in Sweden and the UK. The mobile phone has been selected as the controlling medium for the project because of its widespread use as a tool for communicating today, available to practically everyone. By making use of this easily accessible device we offer almost every passerby the opportunity to actively engage in affecting the sonic environment. Intelligent Street seeks to explore new possibilities and unexpected applications for the mobile phone. It is a project in which we wish to investigate alternate ways of composing music for non-linear media and attracting participation in a creative process through interaction. Another ambition we had was to demonstrate the social need for aural as well as visual stimulation within a well designed environment that could impact on future architectural design.

To Listen to China for One Month Without Speaking

Davide Di Saro, Kristy Trinier

ABSTRACT

The psychoacoustics performance of the artists Kristy Trinier and Davide Di Saro, consisting of aforementioned performances listening for one entire month of the sonic environment in China, without speaking, as to perceive the surrounding sound without the sonic pollution of the voice, to advocate the use of conceptual immaterial processing systems.

The technological innovations in the field of wearable sound and new acoustic digital networks, generated in the last 20 years, have developed new ways to understand and interpret the sonic environment based on the contribution of external artificial tools. As reaction, it is proposed with the performance of Listening without speaking, to re-examine the definitions of technology [Greek technē]:•(logic, logics) systematic treatment of an art or craft;•(logic, logics) the word or form which expresses a thought; also, the thought itself;•within its original roots, to systematically process using skills for which would form a thought, and address the concept of the thought itself;

The performative speaking permits for the absorption of noise in an objective and pure form of online sound dynamics mediated by psychoacoustics. The ear is a form of technology that mediates the flow of sound waves into nerve impulses which are translated into thoughts of sound: “while other people hear a person’s voice carried through vibrations in the air, the person speaking also hears their own voice as it is conducted from the throat, and mouth through bone to the inner regions of the ear. Thus, the voice in its production in various regions of the body is propelled through the body; its resonance is sensed intravenously. A fuller sense of presence is experienced as the body becomes attached to thought as much as the generation of speech is attached to thought.”

In a temporal context, the performance allowed one to direct the process of listening to long-term sound sources uninterrupted by producing a mind status whereby the combining or focused isolation of a natural sound stimulus was achieved.

The method for systematically treating the listening of noise as art, was to select one type of noise, that of environmental noise, and eliminate another type of noise, that of the voice. By eradicating noise of the voice, [composition], resulted in the byproduct of participants listening for an alternative method of communication, namely that of writing text to those who wished to engage in conversation, and also gesture, eye contact, and other non-verbal types of communication. The primary use of written speech for social purposes did not interrupt the processing of sound information.

The traditional perspective of sound processing technological devices is that of externally artificial tools, which allow for the duplication, repetition, and alteration of specific sounds. The composition of Davide Di Saro and Kristy Trinier was specific to themselves and therefore original in its inability to be extracted, copied, or replicated for multiple use, and currently exists only in residual documentation of the concept. The sounds heard by the participants remain fixed in the original context of time and space domain in which they were composed.